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also mistaken. These include the rejection of the negative-positive
distinction by MacCallum; Täylor's argument that ñegativË ti¡u.tu
must acknowledge internal as well as external constraìits u"¿ *uJt
be directed only-to 'significant' ends; the republican claiÀ that
Berlin rules out freedom as non-domination, and pettit,s further
argument that non-domination is not only distinct from negative
liberty brrt superior to iü the feminist and p"ostmodernist arguments
that both negative and_positive conceptións involve excluãive and
oppressive notions of the subject. All fhese objections fail.
. Moreover, 

. 
the positive achievement of 

',Two 
Concepts, ig

immense. To interpret the essay merely as an exercise in Coid war
rhetorlc, or even as an important contribution to the analysis of
freedom, is to underestimatð its depth, force and subtlety. vJst fun-
damentally, 'Two concepts' is an eiploratiorr of the powáç the irony
and the.historicity of ideas. The põwer of ideas iå implicit in the
way Berlin sets out the problem: the two rival conceptions of liberÇ
influence the fate of millions. The dark irony oi much human
thought is exemplified by the way the positive iáea of liberty, which
began as a genuine and importánt expression of human freedom,
f gradually subverted to become a tòor of authoritarian politics.
Finally,.'Two concepts' demonstrates the centrality of the hístorical
drTelslo.l in any proper understanding of ideas. The corruption of
positive liberty can be grasped only by tracing the stages of its
development in distant ãnd-sometimes'obscur""r""urr"r"of morar
and- political thought. ultimately, Berlin believes, the roots of
modern authoritarianism lie very deep indeed, in the monist foun-
dations of mainstream Western inougnt as a whole.

I

q

The Enlightenment ønd its Critics

Berlin,s account of the modern betrayal of freedom, traced in the

pruuions two chapters, is only the-first layer of his archa.eology of
iwentieth-century totalitarianism. In 'Two ConcePls of Liberty' he

suggests that thé foundations of modern tyranny.lie in.stilllower
itrãä of European thought, ultimately in the moral monism that he

Lelieves is central to the-western philosophical tradition. To this he

opposes his value pluralism. Before exploring Berlin's pluralism,
näwever, I should first consider an intermediate level of Berlin's

excavation, namely the role of the Enlightenment and its opponents,

the counter-Enlightenment and romanticism. This theme became

central to his woñ< in the 1960s and 1970s, and is important for two
reasons. First, it provides a further illustration of Berlin's charac-

teristic method iñ the history of ideas, the practice of imaginative
empathy - indeed, not only an illustration but also a theoretical
defànce. Secondly, and moie importantly, it deepens and illumi-
nates the links bätween Berlin's ãnalysis of authoritarianism and

freedom, on one side, and his understanding of value pluralism and

monism, on the other.
Berlin's attitude to the Enlightenment and its opponents is

complex. Although committed tõ the moral and political.ideals of
the Ërench philosõphes, he is hostile to what he sees as their charac-

teristic scientism,'which he links with Marx and ultimately with
soviet totalitarianism. The counter-Enlightenment and romanti-
cism, on the other hand, lead to another kind of totalitarianism,
namely fascism, through the rejection by thinkers like Maistre and

Hamaín of the ideals õf reason and humanism. Yet Berlin also sees
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their antiscientistic approach as a weapon against the dangerous
utopian strain in the Enlightenment. Moreover, he believes that
other important figures of the Counter-Enlightenment, Vico and
Herder, anticipate his key notion of value pluralism. But there is a
further twist. By developing his value pluralism through the his-
torical and cultural particularism of Vico and Herder, Berlin also
invites the question of whether pluralism can be distinguished from
a relativist view. If this distinction cannot be maintained, then
Berlin's pluralism threatens to undermine his liberal commitment
to the universal ideals of the Enlightenment. I argue that Berlin does
succeed in separating pluralism from relativism, but the larger issue
of the relation between pluralism and liberalism remains open and
will be pursued in chapter 6.

My discussion proceeds as follows. I begin by sketching the
general shape of Berlin's contrast between the Enlightenment and
certain of its leading critics: Vico, Hamann and Herder. Next I come
to the account Berlin gives of the romantic successors to the
Counter-Enlightenment, and of their principal political legacy,
nationalism. In the final section I look again at Berlin's treatment of
Vico and Herder, focusing on his claim that they anticipated his idea
of pluralism, and on the issue of whether pluralism can be distin-
guished from relativism.

Enlightenment and Counter-Enlightenment

Berlin regards the interplay between the eighteenth-century En-
lightenment and the subsequent reaction against it as the key his-
torical passage in the making of the contemporary world.

It appears to me that a radical shift of values occurred in the latter
half of the eighteenth century - before what is properly called the
romantic movement - which has affected thought, feeling and action
in the Western world. This shift is most vividly expressed in what
seems to be most characteristically romantic in the romantics . . . I
hope to show that this revolution is the deepest and most lasting of
all changes in the life of the West, no less far-reaching than the three
great revolutions whose impact is not questioned - the industrial in
England, the political in France, and the social and economic in
Russia - with which, indeed, the movement with which I am con-
cerned is connected at every level. (RR, pp. xii*xiii)

This revolution of values began with what Berlin calls 'the Counter-

inlightenment', both the biidge and the point of disruption be-

tween the Enlightenment and romanticism.
Berlin recog-ni"es that there are 'many divisions' within the

Enlightenmeni, but he emphasizes what he sees as a mainstream

vieniwithin the dominant Àchool of the French philosophes and their

followers in the German Aufkltirung (TCq,276-f ; RR,24-5)' This he

describes as resting on three 'pillars' (TCE, 278). First, there is a
massive faith in the powers of human reason. whether on the math-

ematical model of Galileo and Descartes or the mechanical model

of Newton, the heroes of the scientific revolution of the seventeenth

and early eighteenth centuries showed how far it was possible to

advance" in lhe quest to understand the workings of the natural

world. secondly, there is the belief that this new understanding is
possible because the natural world possesses an underlying struc-

iure which is itself rational in the sense that it can be understood

by human beings. Moreover, this general principle must apply to

the human *orld, human nature is part of the structure of nature

in general, and similarly exhibits regularities that are universal and
peimanent. The universality of human nature in turn implies a set

àf universal human ends oi purposes or goals. What exactly these

are is disputed - candidates include happiness, pleasure, liberty -
but all supporters of the Enlightenment aSree that there is some

such set of universal values'
The third pillar of the French Enlightenment is for Berlin the most

significant of all: scientism. The same modern scientific methods

thät have laid bare the hidden patterns of the natural world must
produce the same results in thè social world. From a secure basis

ãith"t in self-evident axioms or in empirical observation, we can for-
mulate, by way of logical deduction or induction respectively, the
laws of .rát,rru. Surely the same procedure can identify the laws of
human nature. once we have a properly scientific understanding
of how human beings function, individually and collectively, we
can use that knowledge to change human life for the better. we can

then shape our institutions in accordance with what human being_s

truly wánt and need, in contrast with current standards, which

"*pi"SS 
only ignorance, superstition and the self-interest of politi-

caÎ and religio-us elites. This is what makes the supporters_of the

Enlightenmént 'the party of Progress and civilisation' (TCE,277)'

Indeãd, some of these thinkers, like Condorcet, look forward not
merely to progress and improvement but to the perfectibility of
human nature and societY.

The Enlightenment and its Critics
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One might have expected Berlin, as a liberal, to be fully alignedwith the Enrightenment and to reject th" c;;;r;iÈnlîeIrun*un,whore-hearredrv. But this is noi iã.- rl';rì;;;";hui,'ä3"nu ruy.,'fundamentallv t .urr, u- liU".à"1" iJùo.alist. ff," 

'râf"ä, 
of the

å:lå:Hii:""în1r p""ti" iid îrtui.", u"ì"¿tjäl-i{orbach,
8"",il""ppi,ñ:ff ;l!'iff1,",,!::'ff ïå:i:å'åi,".fi ;í::g;lli
11.111t9y"t 

tiue¡t111a theiráppãJuå., to cruetry, ignorance, oþ-scurantism a nd oopression. conie.r"ry, nl, ;;;'#ïiäri of thosethinkers, Iike Maiifre, who uru uioiur,"tîy opposed to Enrightenmentidears is no ress aeaç desplt" rrìr"Lpucity to ilruminate theirideas as if thev were his o*ti.in uäáiùo", ná.rin nr*riää" of rheaurhoritarian forms 
.of positive iiñt rite thai åì-riliri", wittrnotions of the true serf aé will .uth". thur", reason, and with the wilrnot of the individual but of colle.ti"å àìtitius like the nation or srate.These notions are.typicar of the ã"ü-r"rightenment mind, andBerlin draws attention to the dãng"r, i" ,nu^.However' Berrin is arso 

".iti.i- oi certain tendencies in theEnlightenment, and deupty ry*puir,",r. ," some of the responses ofits *itics. In key respectã í^" t"io"r ãi,h" ilr'igh,""î".ìä o"g_matic and too simolistic, (Cona., ZO). l"-pu.ticular, Berlin takes aimat Enlightenment icientism. gå.iinlá opporition to scientism has itsorigins in his rejection of logicaf påriti.iå* and in f,i" fáoi. än Marx,but it is his work or, tl." Eñrig^Ln.""i and its critics that enableshim to deverop his critique fi ü;r. i,\rnii" rr" *""p;rïil ]uthor-ity of modern science ii., .*pfuini.,g the ,,atural world, when itcomes to the human worrd heìnsists inui *,u methods of the naturalsciences have serious rimitations. iü'can describe the outwardbehaviour of human u"ingr, ù;i1n"yä"not account for the innerPurposes which make that behaviou'r hr-urr; for that we need the'inside view' of rhe hisroric"i;ã;ñral imagination. Furthe¡,scientism is not merery misguided uuì iotentiaty authoritarian. Ifin morality, as in phyéi.r, tfiur"-i, 
" 

,i"Ër" *",*rÇäirirî"r,r r",of rules rhat can b" k.,o*r, ;;J;;.."strated by experts _ thedream of saint-simor: 
f.o. "";ot" -'itîr, ""pu.tise 

has a just titreto political authoritv at the 
"*p""i" or J"Lqc¡àcy and riberty. Againthere is a link wirh aurhoril3'.i"" päiive liberty. Even if mv trueself is the rational self, scienti.;ì.,ïlt;;;hat people other thin me,experts and Ieaders advised by expårts, may know better than I dowhat my rationar serf requirerl rnLr tñ" ËnrightenmenÇ despite itsmission of riberation. is arso u ,ou.." ääåtrri?å.iä"ïrä'ir,'" iååa 

"rthe unrestrained rure of scientistsiui;i*,", in soviet communism.
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Hence Berlin's obvious fascination with those early critics of the

rnainstream Enlightenment whom he groups under the collective

dtle of the 'Counter-Enlightenment'. He mentions many thinkers

under this heading, but spends most time on four in particular. I

have already discussed Berlin's treatment of one of these. Joseph de

Maistre's visceral rejection of human reason as an adequate guide,

his belief in the natural vice and aggression of human beings, and

his insistence on the consequent need for absolute and unques-

doned political and religious authority backed by mystery and force

- all these qualify him, in Berlin's account, as one of the most pro-
found enemies of the Enlightenment and liberty. But in addition to
Maistre, three other writers are central to Berlin's notion of the

Counter-Enlightenment: Vico, Hamann and Herder. His main work
on these thinkers is now collected in Three Critics of the Enlighten-

ment (2000).

Giambattista Vico is described by Berlin as 'born before his time',
destined in his own day and afterwards tobe'widely misrepresented
and misinterpreted', yet also 'a man of original genius' (TCE,21').

Initially a follower of the scientistic 'new philosoPhy' of Descartes,

Vico became a ground-breaking critic of the Enlightenment faith
in natural science. Two aspects of this are Vico's particular targets.
The first is the scientistic ideal of objectivity in observation and
measurement as a model for all fields of knowledge. In The New

Science (1725), Vico draws a distinction between two different kinds
of knowledge, 'external' and 'internal'. The kind of knowledge
made possible by the natural sciences is valuable, but also limited in
the sense that it can only describe and explain phenomena'from the
outside'. As Berlin puts it, 'we observe, we learn facts about, but we
cannot understand, stones or the death-watch beetle' (TCE, 48).

When it comes to human behaviour, however, a different, 'internal'
kind of knowledge is possible, indeed essential, because human
conduct is not merely mechanical or instinctual but purposive.
We can and must understand our own PurPoses, and by extension
thoseof otherpeople, in a way inwhichwecannotunderstand stones
or beetles. For Vico, human actions are what they are because they
express the actors' view of the world. Therefore, human behaviour
cannot be adequately understood by external observation alone,
recording the movement of bodies in space; rather, it involves 'enter-
ing into' the purposes which the behaviour is intended to serve. 'The
way to understand such men and their worlds is by trying to enter
their minds, by finding out what they are at,by learning the rules
and significance of their methods of expression - their myths, their

9B
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songs, their dances, the form and idioms of their language, their mar-
riage and funerary rites' (TCE, 11).

How is this possible? Vico's answer is that human beings possess
a capacity for 'imaginative reconstruction' (fantasia), the ability to
place oneself, in imagination, in someone else's shoes (TCE,49).He
concedes that in the case of people remote from us in time or place
this is difficult and requires 'great effort', but he insists that the
effort is practicable, subject to realistic limitations, none the less.
Even in such remote cases we have, through our common human-
ity, a capacity for 'conceiving the modificazioni of the human mind,
for knowing what human beings could, and what they could not,
have done or thought' (TCË,50). Indeed, compared with the know-
ledge produced by the natural sciences, that of the 'humane studies'
is not merely equally valuable in its own distinct way, but for Vico
positively superior. As Berlin writes, 'because I, or other men, are
not mere passive spectators but actors, and understand, "enter
into", the purposes, states of mind or will, of which actions are
the expression, such knowledge. . . is more "transparent" . . . than
mere contemplation of the successions and compresences of things
in nature can ever be' (TCE,4B). Descartes' natural-scientific model
of knowledge is neither the only nor the most secure form that
knowledge may take.

The second feature of Enlightenment scientism attacked by Vico
is its static, ahistorical approach. The philosophes,like mathemati-
cians and physicists, search for universal and unchanging princi-
ples in human conduct and values: a natural law, based on a
universal and eternal human nature. Vico rejects the notion of a per-
manent and universal human nature and naturallaw (TCE,54,59,
106-9). The human world is not static or fixed or ready-made, but
the product, at every moment, of an unceasing process of change
and development, crucially including change and development
of people's inner purposes and values. Corresponding to these
changes, societies pass through successive historical phases, each of
which is marked by its own cultural style, with its own legal, politi-
cal, ethical and aesthetic standards. Human beings think and act
differently from one historical stage to the next. To understand
human affairs is consequently to understand how they have devel-
oped in the way they have, that is, to seek a 'genetic' or historical
explanation (TCE, 55). History, far from being a collection of enter-
taining but inconsequential tales, as the Cartesians had claimed,
becomes on this view 'the queen of all the studies' (TCE, 47). Yico

thus anticipates the historicist approach to the humanities that will
later bloom in the work of Hegel and Marx.r

Vico is chronologically the first of Berlin's Counter-Enlighten-
ment figures, but his work was little known outside his native

Naples ãnd exerted little direct influence on the thinkers to follow
(TCE, 112-lB, 170).In the writing of fohann Georg Hamann the

Counter-Enlightenment makes a new beginning. Hamann's back-
ground is thãt of East Prussian pietism, a Protestant sect distin-

[uished by its introspective, em_o_tional approach to God.and its

ãmphasis ón sincerity of faith. In Hamann's time this attitude to life
seems increasingly out of tune with the Enlightenment-based social

and political reiorms of Frederick the Great with his legion of
Frenóh advisers. In this respect, Berlin writes, Hamann voices 'the
cry from the heart of human beings pushed against the wall by
Frederick's great new broom' (TCE,350).

Hamann is, for Berlin, 'the first out-and-out opponent of the

French Enlightenment' (TCE, 254)' While Vico had pointed to the

limitations ánd flat-footedness of scientism, Hamann condemns

every aspect of the Enlightenment, describing it as 'an insult to the

forcés of life and nature', 'a blasphemy against the nature of man

and his creator', 'an inversion of natural values' (TCï,271" 272-3,

290). The pretensions of the philosophes to objective and compre-

hensive knowledge are impertinent, destructive and pathetic:

impertinent becauðe they amount to a usurpation of the place-of the

neìty; destructive because their abstract laws rob God's world of its
irreducible variety, colour and mystery; pathetic because such

systems in any case provide no real knowledge.-Truth, for human
beings, is intensely particular, accessible through-concrete- experi-
encJalone (TCE, 283). Like Vico, Hamann emphasizes that real

understanding requires the inside view. Genuine knowledge is pos-

sible only by way of intuitive understanding' rather than calcula-
tion and demonstration (AC, 7 ; TCE, 295, 29Ð. lf anything, Hamann
goes further than Vico, applying the inside view not only to human
õonduct but to nature itself. For Hamann, there are purposes in
nature too, the putPoses of God. The world is a message from God

to humanity, but there are better and worse ways of.reading the
message. The philosophers of the Enlightenment employ methods
that aÉ bound to fail, since they address only the outer surface of
things, not their inner meaning. For Hamann, not only the Bible but
also-'stones and rocks speak the Lord', but we must be prepared to
listen (TCE,25Ð.
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Particularism of another kind is the central theme of the last of
Berlin's Counter-Enlightenment masters, Hamann,s disciple Johann
Gottfried Herder. Like Vico and Hamann, Herder rejects what hà
sees as the scientism and heavy-handed moral univeisalism of the
Enlightenment, and celebrates the variety of human experience.
Above all, Herder stresses the fact and desirab ility of culturåt variety.
Each human culture possesses a unique identity, a 'colrective indí-
viduality'which expresses the distinciive experience and outlook of
its people(TCE,225,238). Indeed, according to Berlin, Herder sees
human cultures as not merely different from one another but radi-
cally so: they are 'incommensurable', so different that there is no
common standard by which they can be critically compared (TCE,
176,206,2'13-18,233-9). '"Every nation has its own inner centre of
happ_iness, as every sphere its own centre of gravity,,, (Herder, cited
at TCE, 211,; RR,63). Hence each culture poslesseé its own validity,
its own norms of judgement. 'Each collective individuality ís
unique', writes Berlin,

and has its ow. aims and sta.dards, which will themselves
inevitably be superseded by other goals and values - ethical, social
and aesthetic. Each of these systems is objectively valid in its own
day, in the course of 'Nature's long year, which brings all things to
pass. AII cultures are equal in the sight of God, each in its dmJand
place. (TCE,238)

For Herder, on Berlin's account, all cultures are equally valid, and
none may be judged appropriately except on its own terms. To
understand a culture, once again, is to také the inside view, to ,,,feel

?lu:glf into everything"' (sjch hineint'ühlen, or, in Berlin,s usage,
Einfühle-n or Einfühlung: TCï,211,192,236). Only those who haîe
themselves experienced the storms of the North sea, or who can at
least-transport themselves there in imagination, can truly under-
stand the songs of the Viking skalds (TCE,1,95-6,2j6; AC;11,).

It follows that Herder rejects the Enlightenment tendency to
grade whole cultures against one another ãnd to award past ôivi-
lizations positions on a ladder of progress which reaches ip to the
pl9?glt day. Rathel each society has its own unique me.its. The
Middle Ages, condemned by Voltaire for its ,,,abominations, errors
and absurdities" . . . also possess "something solid, cohesive, noble
and majestic" which our age, with its ,,enervated coldness. . . and
human misery", can scarcely understand' (TC1,216). For Herder
there is no linear progress from one civilization to the next, only the

incommensurable outlooks of distinct civilizations, each with its
own indefeasible set of beliefs and values. It is this view in particu-
lar that Berlin singles out as anticipating his own value pluralism.

It is easy to see how such a move raises the problem of relativism,
but I shall return to that issue later.

To summarize the main themes of the Counter-Enlightenment
according to Berlin, these emerge principally in reaction to Enlight-
enment scientism. Against that view, Vico, Hamann and Herder are

united by two main tendencies. First, in contrast with the ideal of
scientific, God's-eye objectiaity in human affairs, the three thinkers
all stress the value and necessity of the inside view, the need to place

ourselves imaginatively in the shoes of those individuals and

societies we are trying to understand. This method is, of course,

Berlin's own. Secondly, Vico, Hamann and Herder are united in
their hostility to the uniuersality of scientism, and consequently in
their embracing of various dimensions of particularism' The inside
view shows that human purPoses and values vary in many signifi-
cant ways. The most radical account of this variation of concrete
experience is given by Hamann, for whom any generalization at all
is Àuspect. Berlin rightly observes that a particularism so extreme
becomes absurd, since 'without some generalisation there can be

no symbols, no words, no thought' (TCE, 352). He is happier
with the more moderate senses of particularity developed by Vico
and Herder, who emphasize historical and cultural discontinuity
respectively.

Berlin's interpretations of the Enlightenment and its critics have
not gone unchallenged. A frequent complaint has been that his
account of the universalist and scientistic thrust of 'the Enlighten-
ment' is too monolithic, since it fails to acknowledge the interest
taken by many Enlightenment thinkers in the role of the emotions
and in human diversity.2 Similarly, the notion of a unitary 'Counter-
Enlightenment' has been criticized for not distinguishing between
mere 'critics' and outright 'enemies' of the Enlightenment, the for-
mer accepting the basic framework of rational inquiry, the latter
rejecting it.3 Again, Berlin's fellow liberals have sometimes won-
dered whether his empathetic treatments of the Counter-Enlight-
enment figures have not been too friendly, bending over backwards
to be tolerant when the more appropriate resPonse would be stout
resistance.a

While some of the critics may score hits on Berlin concerning
points of detail, the general shape of his view remains plausible and
engaging. An important point to bear in mind is that he typically
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presents himself not as offering a comprehensive account of ¿thinker or a period, but rather as selecting particular lines of
thought ar.nong others because of their significañce for our current
beliefs and situation- Introducing his work on Vico and Herder, for
example, he writes that 'these studies are not intended as an exami-
nation of the entire oeuvre of either Vico or Herder: only of those
among their theses which seemed to me the most arresting, impor-
tant and suggestive' (TCE, 6). He is well aware that the nfuighìen-
ment contains 'many divisions' (TCE, 276), but focuses on the
scientistic stream within the Enlightenment as especially significant.
Similarly, his emphasis on those features that áre common to the
counter-Enlightenment does not prevent him seeing that Maistre,
for example, is a very much more extreme thinker than someone
like vico. As for his allegedly excessive generosity towards extrem-
ists like Maistre, it is true that when Berlin puts on their intellectual
clothes he sometimes seems to be enjoying his fancy dress a little
too much. But of course his point is not that we should agree with
such thinkers; rather, we should try to understand them, the better
to. know th.e e.nemy. Like a method actor, Berlin needs to identify
with his role, but he identifies with Maistre only in the sense thát
Marlon Brando identifies with Colonel Kurtz in Apocøtypse Noø. For
Berlin, as for Brando, genuine understanding of human thought
and conduct requires imaginative empathy, and this remains true
of the thought and conduct we condemn. Understanding does
not exclude adverse judgemenf on the contrary, any judgement,
whether positive or negative, depends on prior understañding. I
shall return to this point in the last section of this chapter.

Supposing that we accept the general outlines of Beilin,s account
of the contest between Enlightenment and Counter-Enlightenment,
the next question is: what are its moral and political imþücations?
I pursue this question in the following sections. In the first two of
these I examine the political message of the Enlighienment,s critics,
tracing Berlin's account of their influence on nationalism by way of
romanticism. In the final section I look at Berlin's interpretation of
Vico and Herder in particular as proto-pluralists.

Romanticism

The revolt against the Enlightenment that began with Vico, Hamann
and Herder continues, Berlin argues, with their romantic succes-

^^rc.5 In a series of lectures he delivered in 1965, now published as

i;; i;;;, of Romanticism (1999), he describes the emergence of

¿L,a rorïìâfìtic movement out of the Counter-Enlightenment, noting

;;:;;;i;"r streams but emphasizing its unifying features. 
-These

ilïr..ln.r"ae the anti-scieniism and particularism inherited from

iorän"urr like Hamann and Herder, to which the romantics add

ih;ì;-;;" distinctive stress on the power of human will and

äiJiu" genius. In turn, romanticism gives rise to nationalism.
""Ääorãitg to Berlin, both the Õounter-Enlightenment and

romanticism- emerge principally out of the same cultural matrix,

"ä^"fy 
late-eighteõntñ-century-Germany- Berlin stresses two socio-

iìiri".il¿ facto"rs. First, the Germans of ihis-pe1od suffered from a

Äárri"" inferiority complex in relation to the French. By-compari-

äî *irf, France, Germany seemed like 'a somewhat backward

I',".ãuin."', politically and iulturally divided, and humiliated mili-

i;;üil inl rrti.ty'v"ars war and the Napoleonic wars. (RR, 34)'

Hamann and Herder detest what they see as the artiflctal manners

an¿ utooaless science of the Parisian philosophes. similarly, their

romantic successors are motivated in part by resentment of French

intellectual and cultural hegemony, contrasting the shallow clever-

nàSS of France with the deeþer, móre authentic, spiritual sensibility

of the Germans.-- 
Secondly, Berlin draws attention to the fact that so many key

fisures in úoth the Counter-Enlightenment and romanticism come

nãt ..r"."ty from Germany but fiom a particular part of G.ermany,

^ãm"fy 
Eást Prussia. Thii is significant because of the pietist.influ-

""." 
ifíut", as already noted in ónnection with Hamann. This is also

ihe religious backgóund of Herder and Kant. For Berlin, the char-

acteristic pietist eãrphasis on the authenticity.of the inner life, by.

;;";;ri #itfr potitical and social engagement, isa gogd example of

the ,retreat toihe inner citadel' he had discussed in 'Two Concepts

oi t-if"tty' (RR,36-7; comPare L,1,81,-2)' There is a link here with
the Germans' wounded self-esteem. People retreat to their inner

citadels when they feel they cannot act or express themselves rn

more public ways, 'this was a very grand form of sour-graPes ' ' '
io,, giuarrully hedge yourself rou-nd with a kind of tight wall by

whicñ you séek to reáuce yory v.gþerable surface - Yol want to

be as liítle wounded as posiible' (RR,37). In due course/ howevet

this originally defensivé strategy was transformed into a doctrine

of uglrËrrioó tft" ideal of the rilgorous collective expression of the

authentic will in the nation-state.I

I

.t
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The notion that the fullest deveropment of humanity requires thefullest assertion of trre wilr is or," oitrro doctrines *,åi Èu]iln iaun-tifies as 'the heart of romanticism' (RR, 11g). The other is the reratedidea that the wilr creates rearity. According t. g"rli.rìh"'.àiunti.,
hold thar rhere is no.independåntry exisririg structure ãr1Àir",g, tt utwe can take as an object of knowreâge. Reaiity ir, ior L"-"î¡ã"äî,not objective but the active creafiãn of théir -i"ar,-, äynamicprocess or flow, 'a perpetual forward self_thrustiná, pé.p"t,iuf ruff_creation of rife' (RR, i19-20). Rearity, incrudingri.i"liãàiity, thevalues we live bv, is not discovered bít inventeaî rn" ug"""f of thisinvention is 'the free untrammelled will, (RR, 112).ó

Berlin narrates the.emergence of this duai doctrine of romanti_cism through successive stãges, each represented by charaãteristicthinkers. The first of these iã Immanuer'Kant. Th[;ay säà* ,,r.-prising because of Kant's orthodox reputation as the cíassic repre-sentative of the Enrightenment, the r,iriter who associates reasonand toleration with human maturity. Berlin does not 
"iui* tt ut rantis himself a romantic, rather that há is a cruciar influence on certainaspects of romanricism and a pivorar figure i*;;;"';;spects

between the romantics and their p.eàecessors in the Counter-Enlightenment. The pietist backgråund i, ugui"'ri;"ificãnt. InKant's case this is expressed throrigh his attachment to the idea ofthe free will as an esãentiar attribtrie of humanity. it-ú. g.;"r""aby.the passions is, for Kant, to be governed by that which'is exter_nal and alien to what makes-us hüman, ,,u*äly o", *iii to act inaccordance with self-imposed rules of ,áuror, and morality. Kant isno opponent of modern science, but his view contains'an a.rtiscientistic element with which Hamann wourd ha"ã agieJ: thathl.Til beings are not-merely objects in nature to be understoodwith the tools of natural scienóe aróne. To understand humàn ùeingsis to understand the central rore of the wilr in human conduct.Indeed, for Kant the free will is the only intrinsic good, urra inã t.,rtyhuman being is the autonomous belng.
- Ka¡t, however, is no more than a pöto_ro^untic at best, becausehis idea of the free wil is so crosery identified with the acceptanceof rationat and morar rures found á, p."-"*irìl"g'rì.iä"iàrï" ,n"human mind. The idear of the indoiliiable *íl i, tut"r, u ,t"p
H*tlt ,t]r-" 

playwrighr, poer and phiiosopher Friedrich Schiiler,wnom berlln sees as one of the first genuine romantics. schilershares Kant's basic view of will and ãutonomy as the marks of
l:p:lity_Uecause rhey enable us to rise aborru J".uitJ" täîu,.r.u(RR, 7B)' Genuine tragédy is generared uy t 

"*ur, áìi"*prr, *ü*t *

cüccessful or not, to resist such external forces. But Schiller goes
"är¡"r. Liberation consists in the successful assertion of the will in
;;il;;." even to the obligations of conventional morality (RR,

oì_Zl. S.niller,s drama intrõduces a new kind of hero, the person

*i,"r" authentic self-expression puts him at odds with ordinary life

åIJ.or*ut social stanãards. Berlin finds in this another aspect of

îrri*"r.n't idea of the'superfluous man' for whom society has no

,-,tuð., U.rt whose loss is also society's loss. Schiller's hero may act

ín *uyt that by conventional standards are mistaken or even

i^*oiut, but thé suggestion is that the genuinely free_will is itself

an ethical standard,-ðither tragically at war with ordinary social

rules or even suPerior to them.
Schiller and other romantic writers thus introduce into European

thought and literature an ethic of authenticity. In previous times

what"counted was how far one's conduct measured up to standards

that are true or valid independently of our will or desires. For

romantics like Schiller, according to Berlin, ideals are not discov-

ered, either by reason or feeling, because there are no ideals, pre-

existent in naiure, to discover. Rãther, ideals are actively created by

the will. The mark of ethical action is not correctness but sincerity

or authenticity. Genuine liberation will occul, the potential of

humanity reaiized., when we get beyond Kant's sense of morality
as obligátion, even self-imposed, and reconceive morality as our
own, wholly free invention (RR, B7).

Even Schiller, however, is counted by Berlin as only a moderate

or ,restrained' romantic (RR, 68). Beyond schiller and writers like
him is a further category or phase of extreme or 'unbridled' roman-

tics, among whom tñe lêadiñg figure is Fichte (RR,93). Berlin's dis-

cussion heie connects with hiã earlier treatment of Fichte inFreedom

and its Betrayal. Fichte takes over the Kantian stress on the ideal of
personal autonomy, which he identifies in the romantic manner

*itn tn" untrammelled, creative will. what he adds of his own are

two further moves. First, there is a heightened emphasis, beyond
that in Schiller, on the will as authentically expressing itself through
sheer action, faith and self-creation, rather than reason or norms
(RR, 88-9, 93). Secondly - u still greater contrast with schiller -
Fichte sees the will as nót merely the wilt of the individual, but the

collective will of some super-personal entity. This collectiveentity
takes several forms in his thought, but the most influential of these

is the nation, in particular the German nation (RR,90-1,95-6)' Here

we arrive at nationalism, which for Berlin is essentially an 'offshoot
of the romantic revolt' (4C,355).

"-¡¡!-
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Nationalism

lmt:::i'i,A::.î"fl r,,îîrlll: *Iectivized. identified with the

ä.1i* ä,1,:{::;:11{^:T ,t^t" Ãi ii," "iåî;'i#,:åäri;:î:""î:J:::3::':l':J1;.1ii'ti"*,ãröió'r*öJ;üJ'åü"i:
ii'J,fi i:""J',1îîî:.'i:"1*H:r:il¡nïlii:ei:i'il:ililiru.
I1"".': l'n: :*H g:r : *r:¡¡:j: ; jÈilä;ü' äiiïlI
*:""*::Y"'"',T:î:1,:i::sj13jiiu""r,!;t';;ñ;'ä'ï1'{:y:iii::"å:ll1*1"ql,"tT:ir,ri,å,.äJàãui,äåirãilïi,,l:
;:ii"l'* _91:: ¡g: ï:¡e En tighren *"ni u na i ts cri ti cs hì;; ìäi i:with a mixed inhõritance.

Like romanticism as a whole, nationarism is a creation of theGermans, according to Berrin, in fãrt an expression of theirwounded pride. In German nationariåm we arso åu" ro*unticism,sCounter-Enlightenment origins, for the attributes of German-nessturn out to be precisery theîeverse of those associated by Hamannand Herder with the,ih,osophes. The Germans, who are capabre of'creative yd.o¡iqinal'activiiy' und 'ú"riurre in spirituar rearìty,, arecontrasted with 'those who 
-believe 

in inanim"i" 
"ui*å,1.,a *noput her at the helm of the world, (FicÀie, cited at RR, 96). Berlin iscareful to note that, Fichte is rere*ing here not to Germany aronebut to a broader category of 'Germafiic' nations. rv""ärir*í"ss, hebelieves rhat rhinkin{titi" ttris sows tiìà su"d, of nationarism, andin particular of the eitreme nationarism of the t*""Iùüiì"î,rry.The emergence of nationarism i" i pài"t of contrast between theromantics and their counter-Enliehteiìment predecessorr. rnu p."-roma ntic counrer-Enrigìrtenmenr"^uy prodüce r.;; ;f ;h" inspi_

:,uli?" for specifica[y õerman natioiaíism, but its representativethinkers are not themserves nationurl'll. fh;;; il i;i;äation-alism in Vico, who speaks i" tur*, ã? civ'izations and historicalepochs, or in Hamanñ, usuaty ptuo""upied with tn" i"r,", 
"ìp*i-ence of rhe individTl:I"11î, i,lr*n ort"., creãit"ä'_irÈu"ingthe father of nationalism, is not a geñuine nationalist on Berlin,sru"19i"g (TCE,2os-6)' There is ce.taiiiy a powerful sense in Herderof the hation', meaning u p"opte .år,låi""a as a cultural and moralunit with its own 

"erJottâtity. what is missing rr.* H"ia". u, unationalist is anv.oir,*it.n"r,í to u poriìiår diménsion of the nation,that is, the idea of rhe nation-stutu]rt'rãåËa, Hurau, tur,árìã ,äg".athe state as a force for uniformity andiãstriction, a dead hand onthe living culrure (TCE,."tg1-2). H";à;; is-, at most, a cultural ratherthan a political nationalist. -- --t
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It is romanticism that creates'full-blown'or extreme nationalism
(AC,34Ð. The old emotions of national belonging, or patriotism, or
ienophobia, all found in premodern times, are not enough. More
salient (although not universal) is the phenomenon Berlin describes

as 'the bent twig' (CTH,246).7 Wounds to a people's pride tend to
provoke a reaction, as in the case of the Germans responding to the

lt.g"mot y of the French. Another factor may be the dislocating
effects of modernization, under which the nation becomes a new
,focus for loyalty or self-identification, or perhaps a base for power'
for various groups and classes (AC,346). But the key condition for
nationalism on Berlin's account is that a society possess 'an image
of itself as a nation', at least in the minds of an intelligentsia who
are willing and able to promote it (AC,347). This national image
must appeal to 'some general unifying factor or factors', the
standard list including language, ethnic origins, a shared history
and a homeland. What the romantics crucially supply here is the
idea of a shared national will, a collective goal or destiny. This
is the contribution of Fichte in particular, but his notion of the
collective will and its moral force is made possible by the general
'apotheosis of the romantic will' that characterizes the whole move-
ment (CTH,207).

Berlin develops his understanding of nationalism by distin-
guishing it from mere 'national consciousness' (AC, 338). Con-
sciousness of belonging to a national group dates back to the ancient
world, but the exaltation of this kind of belonging as the focus of a
conscious political doctrine is distinctly modern. In this modern
sense Berlin defines nationalism (he still has its more extreme forms
in mind) as 'the elevation of the unity and self-determination of the
nation to the status of the supreme value before which all other con-
siderations must, if need be, yield at all times' (AC,338). He sees
nationalism in this sense as possessing four central characteristics.
First, it takes the nation as the primary focus of identification and
belonging. Secondly, the nation is conceived organically, that is, as
a living whole with its own needs, goals and personality. A crucial
implication of this is that the goals of the nation override those of
subordinate units, on the model of the needs of the body as a whole
overriding those of particular parts. The nation is 'the essential
human unit in which man's nature is fully realised' (AC, 341,).

Thirdly, the nation's goals become the basis of moral justification:
'they are to be followed because these values are those of my group
- for the nationalist, of my nation' (AC,342). Finally, when the
nation's values are thwarted, they may legitimately be promoted by
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force if 
.necessary. This connects with the_overriding value of thenation: 'Nothing which obstructs that which I recogniãe as my * that

is,. {ny nation's - supreme goal, can be alrowed toîave 
"q"a 

,uirì
with it' (AC,343).

.Berlin's analysis here comes close to identifying nationarism
with fascism, and indeed in his discussions of both rorianticism andthe counter-Enlightenment he highlights several anticipalions orcharacteristically Fascist ideas. Tñe bãsic theme in this regard isirrationalism. The Fascists' rejection of free speech, toleratiån and
representative democracy is based in part on a rejection of reason
as the arbiter of public policy and of human conduct in general. This
general anti-rationalism seems to be endorsed by the Ëritics of the
Enlightenment in their more extreme statements. Berlin,s strongest
example in this connec-tion is Maistre, whom he links with Faõist
thoug-ht explicitly, although without demonstrating any direct
causal influence.s But Harnann, too, is described in tËe sríbtitle of
Berlin's principal essay on him as one of the founders of ,Àodern
irrationalism' (TCE, 243). For Hamann, real human understanding
is intuitive, even mystical, rather than objective and analytical, aï
the philosoph¿s would have it. Moreovex, the Enrightenmeít project
is. not merely mistaken but dangerous, because it äups the raô ener-
gies that are the real driving force of human existence. ,The tree of
knowledge has robbed us õf the tree of \ife' (crH, zzg, iáz).lhe
true centre of human life is not contemplation but action (TCE, ggi),
The same.thought is_echoed by the romantic poet Lenz - ,Action,
action is the soul of the world' (RR, 55) - and in Fichte,s ,glorifica-
tion-of the active, dynamic and imaginative self, (RR, 93)."

^ The valuing of action over reason ls one of the staples of fascism.e
so too is the romantic account of the legitimate änas oi ãction,
namely that these have no ethical limits; ãuthenticity is all. Again
there is a hint of that already in Hamann: ,Every óreat're-has a
natural right to appropriate all that surrounds it tó the limits of its
power' (TCE, 336). Similarly for Fichte, ,civilised nations are free,
free to live in peace, but no rêss free to fight and make *u., ll.,rtt,rr"
is not a deterrent of violence but its tooÍ', (crH,22z). Behind this,
again, is the romantic 'notion of the unpredictable will either of a
man or of a group, which forges forward in some fashion that is
impossible to organise, imposðibre to predict, impossibre to ratio-
nalise. That is the whole héart of Fasciôm: what the leader will say
tomorrow, how the spirit will move us, where we shall go, what we
shall do - that cannôt be foretold, (RR, 145). The romínii. iáeu of
the artist as the creative genius, the supreme representative of the

I
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unlimited will, is a source of the Fascist cult of the leader who is

entitled to mould human materials as he pleases (RR, 145-6)' The

Fascist contempt for ethical limits, either universal or conventional,
is an inheritance from the romantic conception of life as art'

Not all nationalism is fascism, however, and Berlin by no means

condemns nationalism outright; nor does he consistently describe

it in the terms he assigns to the 'full-blown' variety. In his essay

'Nationalism: Past Neglect and Present Power' (1.978), he argues

that no realistic view of politics can wholly ignore nationalism as a

powerful, and in all likelihood permanent, feature of the human
ãondition. Nationalism is an unavoidable fact about the world as

we know it. The great liberal and socialist prophets of the nine-
teenth century saw nationalism as a passing phase, destined to
vanish along with the conditions that had sustained it: ignorance
and intolerance or capitalism and imperialism as the case may be
(AC,33940). But of course the prophets were wrongi nationalism
has not gone away, nor indeed is it likely to. The reason is that
nationalism, whatever else it may be, answers to a fundamental
aspect of human nature, the need to belong. Berlin uses this point
to reinforce one of his familiar themes, the one-sidedness of the
Enlightenment. The liberals and socialists of the nineteenth century
were blind to the continuing force of nationalism because of their
shared prejudice in favour of universals and against particulars.
'The claims and ideals of mere national groups' would be swept
away by 'the victory of reason or of material progress or of both'
(AC,340). Berlin might equally have seen the neglect of nationalism
as a failure on the Enlightenment's own terms, since on his account
the need for national belonging is itself a universal.

At any rate, Berlin argues that Enlightenment ideologies like lib-
eralism and socialism must acknowledge the continued reality of
nationalism and must accommodate themselves to it. Exactly what
form that accommodation should take he does not say explicitly,
but the general tenor of his remarks in 'Nationalism' and elsewhere
suggests a need at least for wariness of the latent power in nation-
alist movements, especially in countries with no tradition of liberal-
democratic institutions. The outbreak of violent ethnic nationalisms
after the fall of communism in 1989 is surely a powerful endorse-
ment of Berlin's view. Once more the'new world order' of global
liberal democracy so confidently predicted by the cosmopolitans
has proved to be illusory.ro

Howeve¡, there is also implicit in Berlin's remarks a more affir-
mative view of nationalism. At least in some less than 'full-blown'
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forms, nationalism should be seen as not merely a brutal reality but
as possessing positive value, because it satisfies people's need to
belong. In 'Two Concepts of Liberty' Berlin develops the idea of
'belonging' as intimately connected with the experience of being
'understood', and so with achieving 'recognition'. My own people-,
he writes, 'understand me, as I understand them; and this under-
standing creates within me the sense of being somebody in the
world' (L,203). This 'reciprocal recognition', he continues, can be so
important to people that they are willing to trade much of their per-
sonal liberty for it, accepting the legitimacy of authoritarian regimes
as long as these are dominated by their own nationals. The stress
on the value of mutual understanding explains the weight that
nationalist movements often place on the defence of a local lan-
gvage, because this is the necessary framework for the particular
cultural understanding they wish to promote.rr Suppress my lan-
guagq and you suppress my whole world-view (The significance
of language for culture is a theme Berlin notes in all the Counter-
Enlightenment writers.) In turn, the link between culture, mutual
understanding and language helps explain why, among the various
ways people might identify themselves, specifically national iden-
tity has such a strong hold. It is at the level of the nation or people,
rather than the family, church or private association, that language
develops and is sustained, thereby shaping our understanding of
self and other. If national identity is an especially important form
of belonging, and if belonging is an essential part of human well-
being, then nationality becomes an essential human good. Nation-
alism, the conscious promotion of nationality as a political goal, is,
then, not merely ineradicable but desirable, at least in some forms.

The possibility for Berlin of desirable forms of nationalism is con-
firmed in a later interview, published as 'Tïvo Concepts of Nation-
alism' (1,991), where he divides nationalist movements into two
categories. On one side is the aggressive, bent-twig variety exem-
plified by the Germans and Eastern Europeans, motivated by
resentments born of humiliations, and intensified by notions of
racial identity and superiority. On the other side, 'nonaggressive
nationalism is another story entirely' (TCN, 19). This is the purely
'cultural' or non-political nationalism Berlin attributes to Herder,
according to which each culture has a right to its own 'place in the
sun', unmolested by others and not interfering with them. Overall,
Berlin's vision is of 'a world which is a reasonably peaceful coat of
many colours, each portion of which develops its own distinct cul-
tural identity and is tolerant of others' (TCN, 21).
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Berlin's vision suggests that nationalism and liberalism, each
appropriately understood, need not be at loggerheads after all.
Berlin himself does not speak in these precise terms, but a distinc-
tive school of 'liberal nationalists' has emerged in recent years,
several of them closely associated with Berlin and claiming his
influence in this respect. For Berlin's student Yael Tämir, for
example, the liberal and nationalist traditions, 'although generally
seen as mutually exclusive, can indeed accommodate one
another'.12 Nationalism can be shorn of the ideas of race, resentment
and superiority that have marred it in the past. Liberals, on the other
hand, can be made to appreciate the value of nationalism, suitably
qualified, as a precondition for liberalism, since it provides inter-
personal bonds of identity, trust, security and co-operation without
which liberal concerns for individual liberty and social justice are
moot.13

Liberal nationalism has attracted some vigorous criticism,
however, and some of this strikes expressly at Berlin.ta One might
question, for example, Berlin's vision of a world of independent and
autonomous cultures. How far does this depend on an untenable
notion of cultures as discrete wholes, internally univocal and exter-
nally independent? Again, how sharp is the line between /aggres-

sive' and 'non-aggressive' nationalisms? Berlin himself excels in
showing how apparently benign ideas can be transformed into
dangerous ones, as in the case of the slide from the defence of the
individual will by Kant to the aggressive assertion of the collective
will by Fichte. Similarly, a slippery slope from Herder's defensive
cultural nationalism to Fichte's chauvinist political nationalism
seems a definite possibility on Berlin's own account of these
ideas in Roots of Romanticism. If all forms of positive liberty
contain the seeds of authoritarianism, can the same not be said of
all nationalisms?

More fundamentally still, how far is Berlin's anticipation of
liberal nationalism, his picture of some nationalist aspirations as
purely cultural or non-aggressive, consistent with his own value
pluralism? On the one hand, the individual liberty emphasized by
liberals, and on the other, the group belonging celebrated by nation-
alists, seem to count as incommensurable values on Berlin's own
view. In 'Tivo Concepts' he observes that belonging, recognition and
status are sometimes identified with freedom, but that if they do
amount to a kind of freedom, this should be seen as a 'hybrid' that
borrows from, but is not identical with, negative or positive liberty
(L, 200-8). These values are distinct, and if so they may conflict.
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N3tjoryl i1{gpe1ae1ce, fgl example, is consistent wirh oppression
of the individual citizen. If liberty and belonging are diétinct and
incommensurable, calling for_hard choices whãnihey collide, then
does the same not hold for the two ideologies uy wnicn they are
respectively privileged? Are liberalism and natiónalism not strict
alternatives, and liberal nationalism an oxymoron?

. This last objection looks_especially troubling, since it goes to the
heart of Berlin's thought, the nexusbetween ñs überafiJm and his
pluralism. whether the problem can be sorved depends on how one
inlelprets pluralism, and in particular the notioñ of incommensu-
rability. The objection makes a- large assumption on this point: if
values are incommensurable, then the stand-off between ihem is
permanent and cannot be settled rationally. But is this true? My
answer will have to wait upon further disiussion of the nature of
value pluralism in the next section and the ensuing chapters. I shall
return to liberal nationalism specifically in chaptei B. '

Pluralism and relativism

on Berlin's account, the legacy of the counter-Enlightenment and
romanticism includes irrationalism and fascism, 6ut also many
valuable ideas. Two broad lines of thought are especially important.
The first is the role of belonging and recognition, especialþ at the
national level, as I have just diècussed. Tñe second'is the idea of
value- pluralism: that basic human values are irreducibly multiple,
and that they may be conflicting and incommensurable. pluralism

i:, fol Berlin,- a powerful weaþon against authoritarian political
thoughÇ much of which rests on moral monism. In modein times
the dominant intellectual and cultural expression of monism has
been the French Enlightenment, especially in its scientistic strain.
consequently, Berlin looks for the pluralist antidote to monism
among the Enlightenment's critics. But the question arises as to
w.hetfel the 'pluralism' he finds in these thinkers is really a species
of relativism. If so, this would have disturbing implióations for
Berlin's liberalism.

Recall that the notion 
.of _value pluralism was introduced by

Berlin, after several hints in his earlier work, in 'Two Concepts of
Liberty'. Pluralism is thus immediately associated with the åtrug-
gle.against political authoritarianism. Authoritarian justificatioñs
typically rest on some form of moral monism, the view that one or
a few values override all others. If there is an overriding good, then
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of necessity anything done in its name is justified; this is the doc-
trine that lies behind the worst brutality of the twentieth century.
Moral monism is directly opposed by value pluralism. If funda-
mental human values are plural and incommensurable, then no
single value or narrow range of values can be absolutely or uni-
versally oveniding. Different goods will have strong claims in dif-
ferent circumstances. By contrast with the single-mindedness and
fanaticism allowed or encouraged by monism, Berlin argues, plu-
ralism suggests a politics of compromise and moderation, the pol-
itics of liberalism.

The mainstream of the French Enlightenment, according to
Berlin, is monistic in character. At its broadest, monism is the basis
of the whole Western tradition of utopianism that reaches back to
Plato, indeed of the mainstream of Western philosophy, the 'peren-
nial philosophy' (philosophia perennis) according to which all ques-
tions, including moral questions, have a single correct answer and
all correct answers fit together like a jigsaw puzzle (RR,2'J.-3; CTH,
5-7; PSM, 5-6; POL 5-7). More specific expressions of monism
include those aggressive manifestations of nationalism which rank
the goals of the nation above all others. Above all, however, Berlin
emphasizes the dominant role played in modernity by the distinc-
tively science-based monism of the Enlightenment. For Saint-
Simon, Marx and others, scientific investigation of the human
world, as of the natural world, will yield a harmonious set of laws
which can be formulated by experts. We shall then look forward to
the perfect realization of all human goods within a single moral and
political system which those same experts will authorize and
enforce. This, for Berlin, is one of the remote origins of Stalinism.

If Enlightenment scientism expresses the monist world-view,
then a likely place to look for arguments against monism is among
the Enlightenment's critics. Intimations of the rejection of monism
can be found, Berlin believes, as far back as Machiavelli.rs But it is
the pivotal struggle between the Enlightenment and its opponents
that stimulates the emergence of the idea more clearly and influen-
tially. At any rate, Berlin attributes his own notion of pluralism to
these latter sources: 'My political pluralism is a product of reading
Vico and Herder, and of understanding the roots of romanticism'
(PO|,1,3; also CTH,8-10, or PSM,7-9). This statement is surely too
simple, since Berlin's pluralism probably has many roots. Wehave
already seen suggestions of the pluralist view surfacing in his
writing as early as Karl Mørx in 1939. Nevertheless, there is no doubt
that Berlin thinks of Vico, Herder and the romantics as especially

¡b-
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significant.forerunners of his own position, and that he attaches
considerable,importance to the project of finding signs of pluralism
in these thinkers. Thus, in the closing pages of Roots of Romanticis)
he points to what he sees as an ironic twist in the romantics' influ-
ence. The most extreme romantics aimed to exalt unqualified self-
expression, to reject all convention and all compromise, and ,to

destroy ordinary tolerant life' (RR, 146). But by bieaking with

the classical ideal, of the single arÌswer to all questions . . . they have
given prominence to and laid emphasis upon the incompatibility of
human ideals. But if these ideals are incompatible, tñen human
beings sooner or later realise that they must make do, they must
make compromises, because if they seek to destroy others, othôrs will
seek to destroy them; and so, as a result of this passionate, fanatical,
half-mad doctrine lof the unrestricted will], we arrive at an appreci-
ation of the necessity of tolerating others, the necessity of preserving
an imperfect equilibrium in human affairs . . . The result óf romanti--
cism, then, is liberalism, toleration, decency and the appreciation of
the imperfections of life; some degree of increased-rãtional self-
understanding. (RR, 147)

By opposing scientism, the romantics also oppose monism and hint
at value pluralism, thereby opening the door to liberal moderation.
Berlin makes the same claim for Vico and Herder, as I shall show
in a moment.

Berlin's tracing of pluralism in the Counter-Enlightenment and
romanticism adds hi-storical depth to his account of the pluralist
idea and strongly influences the way he formulates it. Bu[ his use
of these sources also creates a major problem for his thought as a
whole: what he calls 'pluralism' in these movements is soriretimes
hard to distinguish from the more familiar idea of ethical rela-
tivism.16If Berlin's value pluralism is really just a form of relativism,
that damages his position in two ways. First, it means that the
centre-piece of his moral thought is not a distinctive idea after all.
More seriously still, a merely relativist starting point would under-
mine his liberalism. If pluralism collapses into relativism, then
Berlin's resistance to totalitarianism collapses too, since Nazi
Germany and the Soviet Union could be defended as authentic
moral cultures, distinct from Enlightenment cultures but equally
valid, and unimpeachable except on their own terms.l7

Ethical relativism, at its broadest, is the view that there are no
objective or universal moral principles or values, only particular
moral judgements made from particular standpoints. In one

!-.
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version, 
,subjectivism" the standpoint is that of the individual

asent. On thiá view, what is morally right is whatever the individ-
uãl feels or judges to be right. In the other main version, 'cultural

relativism', ihe ielerrant standpoint is that of a particular culture or

wav of life. Here, what is morally right is whatever is judged to be

rigr,t uy the standards of the culture. For both subjectiv-ism and cul-

tu"ral rólativism the relevant standpoint is indefeasibly authorita-

tive: there is no external point of view from which the judgement

or tn" individual, or the norms of the culture, can be second-

suessed. on either view, liberalism can be no more than the politi
ãal expression of a particular individual or cultural perspective, one

that happens to plâce a high value.on individual liberty and toler-

ation. The standãrd liberal claim, for example, that certain funda-

mental 'human' rights are valid not only locally but universally will
be true only for libãrak. Soviet or Nazi culture and its priorities will
be no less iegitimate. In short, if Berlin's pluralism is equivalent to

relaiivism (a-s either subjectivism or cultural relativism), then the

twin supports of his poliiical thought, his liberal universalism and

his value pluralism, threaten to pull apart.
Is the ;pluralism' that Berlin claims to find in the Counter-

Enlightenment and romanticism distinguishable from relativism?

In tñe case of Hamann and the roma¡tics, the positions Berlin

describes seem more akin to forms of subjectivism than anything
else. Hamann is presented as holding that human knowledge con-

sists wholly in the concrete immediacy of raw experience, which is
distorted b-y any reasoned generalization or abstraction. 'This is in
effect modérn éxistentialism in embryo,' writes Berlin (TCE,283).

similarly, when Berlin identifies 'the heart of romanticism'with the

notion óf tn" unrestricted will inventing moral and other reality,

he explicitly aligns the romantics with radically_ subjectivist, exis-

tentiaiist a.,d ploto-"xistentialist thinkers like Sartre, Stirner and

Nietzsche (RR;142-5). So far, then, we have only subjectivism, not
any distinctive'pluralist' position.

it ir Vi.o and ilerder, hówever, whom Berlin would regard as the

most significant precursors of value pluralism. Yet in their case too,

much ol Berlin's account points stròngly in the direction of rela-

tivism, this time cultural rèlativism. Vico is presented as primarily
a historicist thinker who rejects any notion of a permanent fruman
nature or natural law, and who argues that each stage in the evo-

lution of a culture or civilization has its own distinctive character

and outlook. That outlook includes its own set of values, and these

are the only appropriate measures of its achievement. Thus Berlin
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writes that for Vico human values 'belong to, and are effective ¿n4intelligible at, only their specific stage_in irmu^ history, rròr, äii
f8uin, 'each phase is incommensu.ãbre with the otherá, ,ìr,"u 

"a.hlt:::lyllrfwn light and can be undersrood only on its ãwnterms,(crH,75). Comments like these look like strong 
-statements 

of a rel-ativist acceptance of the indefeasible moral auihority of cultures.
. The appearance of cultural rerativism is even stronger in Berrin,s
interpretation of Herdeç for whom cultures or nation"s, rather thancivilizations or historical phases, are 'incommensurable,. Each
culture possesses its own unique 'centre of gravity'such that there
is no shared measure by which different .rit.r."r 

"un 
¡e ranked ài

even compared critically. one can see why Berlin is attracted to this
view of Herder. If there are no overarching standards for compar_
ing different cultures critically, then there i.e no objective grounds
from which to assert that one curture is morally supérior toãnother.
There can be no Fau.orit.uolk,.as Berlin puts it (îCn, ßø). Ttris helps
to separate Herder's doctri.e of the-value of cultural belongingfrol jle aggressive nationalism with which it is sometimes associ-
ated. However, in his anxiety to separate Herderian belonging from
doctrines of national superiority, Berlin seems to have attached it to
cultural relativism. Thus he drâws attention to Herder,s view that
'all these forms of life are intelrigìble each in its own terms (the only
terms there are)' (TCE,2gS). Eaõh culture realizes ,an ideal of inde_
feasible validity' zuch that 'we are forbidden to make;"áge-""t,
9j:gqlqqtive values, for that is measuring the incommen?urable,
(TCE,234,233).lf this view is indeed Herdei's, how can he be other
than a cultural relativist?

Berlin does acknowledge certain non-relative themes in Vico and
Herder,-but,he prgm¡tly dismisses these as the least persuasive
parts of their work. Vico, for example, sees the phaseä of social
developl.rgnt as fitting into a universäl pattern, 'thé ideal history of
mankind' (storia ideale eterna), which is Lltimately progressive. The
end at which this process aims, but never whoilyí áchiË,ues, is what
Vico calls humanitus, the full realization of humán capacities (TCE,
91). It seems that vico has a conception of human .rät,rr" after all,
although conceived dynamically, iather than staticalry as by the
philosophes. This does appear to distinguish him from thä relativists,
since the notion.of a human telos, õr end, suggests grounds for
ranking cultures or their practices. The troubleis"that Vico,s teleo-
logy. is the very part. of ñis thought which Berlin finds least per_
lyuqi""t regarding it as pure speculation (TCE, 1,37; also 'BZ).

similarly, Berlin acknowleäges that Herder porr"rr", u .,Àiio' or

¡i-
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are inescapably determined by varying conditioning factors'

flumanitÌit, which stands for those 'universally valid goals', includ-

ing freedom, toleration, mutual love and so forth, towards which

ali'immortal souls' strive (TCE,27B). But again, Berlin dismisses

this notion as 'notoriously vague', a commonPlace of the German

Enlightenment, and not as distinctive of Herder as 'his more fre-

ãuuñt u"a characteristic pluralism and relativism [sic]' (TCï,240).18
' Berlin's rejection of the universalist components in Vico and

Herder is well founded. Tl-reir notions of 'humanity' are indeed

vague, selective and speculative. But dispensing with-these leaves

neíin with the problem of relativism. Sometimes in the essays on

these thinkers, ás in the last passage quoted, he seems to concede

that what he finds in them is historical or cultural relativism. At
other times he insists on the term 'pluralism' as distinct from 'rela-

tivism', but does little to show where the difference lies (TCE, 198n.).

On the contrary, the discussion of Herder in particular confuses the

issue by very sirongly assimilating pluralism to cultural relativism,
in subsiance if not in name. The effect of this, as suggested earlier,

is to eviscerate value pluralism as a distinctive position and to
let in arguments whictr reduce Berlin's liberalism to no more than

one cultirral expression among others. To avoid this result, Berlin
needs to develóp an account of value pluralism which separates it
more sharply frôm cultural relativism' More specifically, he needs

grounds fiom which to evaluate cultural practices critically,.rather
lhan accepting cultures as morally authoritative and unassailable.

Berlin is sensitive to this objection, and replies to it in the later
essay, 'Alleged Relativism in Eighteenth-Celtqry European
Thought' (1930). There he insists that Vico and Herder are not rel-
ativisls but pluralists, and in the course of his argument he gives
his most substantial account of the general distinction between
value pluralism and relativism. Ethical relativism he defines as the
view that the moral 'ideas and attitudes of individuals and grouPs

179

are inescapably determined by varytng condrtronrng ractors /
including ôulture and class (CTH,77). According to cultural rela-

tivism. tñerefore, values are wholly conditioned by culture. If thiswhollv conditioned by culture. If thisvtivism,LlvlÞIll/ l,llctgr(,lc/ valuçD q¡ç vvrrv!¡)l Lvrru

were true, Berlin argues, then people would see things only from
rtloned þy

the point of view of their own culture. They wgyld- be'insulated',
,¡,--I-l- I^--LI^l^f^1, !L^!

occupylng wl'windowless boxes' or 'iimpenetrable bubblels]' thle[s]' that
*orlid constitute their entire world (CTH,85, 11). Consequently,
they would be unable to appreciate or even understand the values

of óther cultures - at least as values in any way comParable with
their own. In a relativist world we may be able to acknowledge the
values of other cultures as externally observable behavioural goals
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and deeply.opposed Tg1al codes would appear to Ée:pry 
-opposeo moral codes would appear to be equally

, including both liberalism and Nazism. Consequentfy, tnä

on a level with those of other species, like ants. But we would bequite unable to unders.tand or empathize with those 
"ulrJ, u, inany way human goals rike our own, because to do so *o"táiuquiru

'entering into' them as purposes comparable to our own.--"'
Yet of course, Berlin argues, the w-orld j, ."9t like this. Much ofthe importance of Vico and Herder lies in their insistence -äi inrir-

tence whrch separates them from the relativists - that *".unìndu.-
stand and appreciate the values of other cultures (CTH, gij. W" Aothisprecisely by imaginatively.entering into trre curturar ñd moralworld-view of those we aïe sçk]ng to ùnderstand. what makes thispossible is that, contrary to¡elativiém (at least in its strongu.Ìà.*r),
there is sufficient universarity of human experience to riake other
cultures comprehensible to us, and through that comprehension toallow us to appreciate their.norms as genuine values ihat we could
imagine ourselves living by. Thus, ãur undoubted capacity tounderstand and empathize with the values of other culiures and
historical periods presupposes certain 'limits of humanity,, ã .o*_
mon 'human horizon' or shared field of moral experience'(cirr, g6,
11). our ability to understand other cultures implies a set of univer_
sal values.

several critics have objected that to understand the values of
other cultures is not necessarily to share them.re Berlin himself
allows this point when he says that we can simultaneously under-
stand and condemn.the practices of the Nazis (pol,12-lg; cona.,
3B). The actions of the Nazis are moraily abhorrent, but they fall,
regrettably, within the horizon of the humanly comprehenríut. -that is, we can understand these as the actions,'however appalling,
of human beings. But in that case the rruman horizon åu'u*, to
amount to a commonality only of understanding, not of moral
value. It embraces all those actions which *" .ur,îorr,prehend as
human, but that alone does not show us which of these actions all
human beings should endorse. within the horizon many different

'human'. i

human horizon seems to rule out onry a radical relativism of under-
standing (cognitive relativism), not ethical relativism. Moreover,
Berlin's. view appears to leave us with a paradox. How can we
empathize with a practice and vehemently ôondemn it at the same
time?

. I suggest that these objections can be met by drawing a distinc-
tion, not present in Berlin b-ut i1 keeping with his g"t 

".ãl 
position,

between two senses or levels of ,valúe,.Þirst, a ,value, migït mean

¡b-
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^ "npcific action or practice, such as the Nazi practice of aggressive

äiã*utio"ul expansionism. My'und.erstanding' this practice does

.nr- of course, commit me to endorsing it' However, if my under-
'"äJi"g is a genuine, internal understanding in Berlin's sense, then

ï'i".åríu.ity"appreciate the deeper PurPoses or goals whic¡ the

l",""ti"e s"*"" - the 'values' which stand behind the practice or
t;hih the practice expresses. It is these deeper values that I may

tt.n ,truru, even if I^strongly reject the_particular.way they are

o.'xäessed in the practice confionting me. Even though l am repelled

i,irvuri expansiänism, I can understand the practice as a twisted,
Tient-.twig" expression of the deeper goal of national or cultural

ú.ìongi"i. It iå this underlying rralue ihat I can identify with, and

ifråiiñlpií"r a common horizoñ not only of understanding but also

äiìof"är. Such values express 'the real needs and aspirations of

iã*¡ human beings', and while specific expressions vary along

wiitt spu.iflc circurñstances and beliefs, resulting in the cultural

uuri"ty tnut we know (for good or ill), the underlyilg-fJtgti of fun-

dameital human needs añd interests is universal (CTH,84)'

The important point that emerges from Berlin's discussion is

t¡erefore ihat *l'tiie relativism divides moral experience into dis-

crete, non-communicating compartments or perspectives, pluralism

i*pfi"r the existence of ã signìficant moral horizon shared by all
t uï"u" beings. It is this that explains, as relativism cannot, why
,members of"one culture can ,rnäerstand and enter the minds of,

and sympathise with, those of another' (cTH,84). The corollary is

that the óo*rno. horizon also provides, at least in principle, a.basis

for cross-cultural criticism, wñere fundamental human goods are

denied or inadequately realized or distorted by a particular culture

or ideology. Thuä the military expansionism practised by the Nazis

might bJ"condemned on the ground that, although ostensibly

r"rîitrg the valid goal of cultural belonging, its claim to do so rests

on groîsly false blliefs concerning cultural and racial superiority
and wiffúl blindness to the legitimate claims of other cultural
groups. The underlying values are identifiably human and genuine,

Ëut tñe practice is misg"uided even when judged by those same basic

terms.
Pluralism, therefore, unlike relativism, strikes a balauce between

respect for cultural difference and recognition that some cultural
práctices warrant criticism. While strong cultural. relativism

äommits us to the uncritical acceptance of any conduct that has cul-

tural backing, pluralism acknowledges grounds -on which such

conduct .ur, 
"b" questioned. The questioning must be sensitive, but
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*"q?:r|^f :Tf_,?,f F pluralist bata nce berween cross_curturatappreciation and criticism IqHI/rçLrcrrrurr ano c'tlclsm is provided in Berlin,s ua"or.rt ãi'viao.Vico regards his own ,maønifino.+ r.iñ^^, ^^ ^-Tlgnificglt times, as superior to euriiu.ff:* of hisrory, because Ëu*nräàr;;;" 
dÞ suPerror to earlier

ifCn, eø). il;;l;r""i.^r,ìrr -^r ¡w more.fully developed

$îf 
,"u?;.T'i*:*:11i111n,fi ;il,Ïff ':Jåli'iiiïii*:

paid a real and absorute p;iä r*;äi öffi*i:;åltffJil:society was barbaric by'.;;i;;sãi witrr eighteenrh-century
society

i::å1r"i'åiå:iï:iå3':l'; :ï ä:îf sensitive to the resiümate

F i lí".* ä'ä "¡ p,,;, ;;â ; ^à 
t rr,,.it i:üi ], 

trîå::.| ffiBerrin shows ru-puthv witÀ *,1åËîåsition ;rG;-ríå ;'"rder towtrar thev see ár ti"," .nu.o.tà.irii" Ëírrg*r*n*u.,, r,luo,äi ä,r*,rr-ing whol"e curtures as 'merery i*pu-.r".iion, touåìiJ"ränaua, 
onttre road ro the world_view & iÂ'{ rnøsgphes arc¿;qjj:Ël ne.lin,as for Vico and Herder; ,o"à -.uri"i" 

i, *oà, u,*ã.u^ä"un, 
,oanother', contrarv to the attitude,ìo.l*u^pr", .r våüuì*^to*u.d.rhe Middle Ages'*cE,.zr¿i ñãir,å., àg J"tú;; rrã, îirä" orr-tinctive srrengrhs as well u, r,t¡uuLnurr"ì. r¡,i, ir;;;;;";;r.,"it u ptu_ralist view, there are many more goods and virtues,lïáïgiri*u,uinterpretations of these, rhu.r .un Ë;;;*rruil;ilî,h" ii? or unyone human society. All culturå, uiìãlrurire some goods at theexpense of others; strengths in certaiñ areas come at the price ofdeficiencies etsewhere. Ëu.tin;, ;t-r;;ïrl ñ;";;.,üt.î.uprhoutdacknowledge borh. strengtrrs u|,¿ -åukurru". w;rä'.urturu,shoutd be neither ideatizeä 

"o.;ì;*i;;d as worrhless.Does this mean that y9 .u" 
""ï"'.l"age one culture to be su-perior to another, at things 

"orri.i"äa? The generar tenor ofBerlin's remarks is thar *;"rh;iJ'üà'*u.y of making rhis moren*l kind of judgement, because it must take into ãccount anlmmense range of human goods and interpretations, and mustconsequentry barance manyþarticurar strengths and weaknesses.Neverthelesã, the overat .ätip"rìtìä evaruation of different cul_tures is nor entirerv rured out, 
"itn"r 

t/n"rrin himseif olîfin" r"gi.of his posirion. wé rno"l¿inäã"äî" åíJr"r in making suth overarljudgements, for the,leasons r,u gi"ãr.-Èîä;rßr"iùïîin *_cognizing that ail curtures rruuu tïuii-rt.o'g and weak points, interms of the fundamentul t","-u"-"åìtiÅ, rt may st'r be that oneculture exhibits a more.favo;.;ú;o;ää of strengrhs over weak-nesses than another..fhug it *o"rã-"åï be out of the question roargue/ consis ten rr v wi th prura r ism, tha'ibei^ì ;;iilä #liiur,o.
lî"iff:',,"verall'' 

I shalï ;;Ë;';ä'ä.s,r*u't, in rhe en'suing

Ironles, but only such a society could have produced a masterpiece

iií;il; il¡ad Qcn,93). A woild without the IIiød rr'ay be"1 better

lÏ""tl-"""rull because it embodies the most fundamental human

iril; more fully. But it is still a world without thelliad, which also

:ï;;;*t deep human values in a unique way' Vico's judgement is

lÏfå6i. iU"stiation of what distinguisties the pluralist outlook from
l^ì"i"Jir*. A cultural relativist would have to say that Homeric

:iü." generates its own morality, which is¡ecessarily valid on its

:ili;r";r and unassailable in iny other. Our moral criticisms of

if.,åi'*.i"ry are irrelevant, since they merely express ourown cul-

iïråip"rrfi"ctive, the only one of which we are capable. Value plu-

;;ii#, by contrast, invités us to 'transcend' our culture in order to

*ãã.rtuí¿, appreciate and evaluate the practices of other cultures
(CfU, gS¡. Wé ãre able to do so because of humanity's common

,ioruí no.øon, which provides a ground for both understanding

and judgement. unlike relativists, pluralists do not have to accept

existing cultures as morally indefeasible'",'î.oi.t"¿e 
that Berlin áoer r.r..""d in showing that Vico and

Herder are pluralists, not relativists, and in distinguishing value

pfuralir- främ cultural relativism more generally. The-distinction

irr"r "" 
the pluralist commitment to a common moral framework,

*ñi.n is rejeèted by relativists. This addresses the first of the two
problems lísted eailier as arising for Berlin if pluralism and rela-

iiuir^ cannot be separated. Value pluralism is established at this
point as a distinctive moral point of view. But what about the

å*na problem, that of the relâtion between Berlin's pluralism and

his libeialism? So far we have seen Berlin argue that there must be

a common moral framework (because this is PresuPposed by cross-

cultural understanding), but we have not seen the actual shape or

limits of the frameworÉ. whut exactly does the common framework
r"l"i.u of human beings, and what-does it rule out? More:Pecifi-
lutiy, no* does the frimework bear on the justification of Berlin's

liberal politics? Do the human needs Berlin poi.nts to suggest a case

in favour of liberalism, or are they consistent with non-liberal forms

of politics? Are they even compatible with liberal ideals? I pursue

these questions in the next chapter.

Summary

For Berlin, the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries saw

an intellectual revolution which rivalled the French and industrial
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revolutions for sisnificance in forming the modern world. Th.the i n tet I ec t.,u r'uË 

"r 
iiä ;;" r nilhä ËÍ rignru., *; i w; ;" ;ii:'.îi:dren of both the Enlighteñmà;r;ilä critics, and our pah.is mixed in both 

"1r4. rn" Eniighieiä"nr has given 
": ,;jäiîTand roleration, but.also scientiS* ìär,."cracy and ultinthrough rairh in technocratic-öilì;*, soviät räà,îåïiiilt.*.From the Counter-Enlightenmen;;iä';*"nricism *. Àãuuìnrru._ited irrationatism and úgr"*ir; i;;;, ;ilñì;il äil:,in the torarirarianir* oíih" t*""tr"n:åntury- pu.iris. g;;ïli,Tåberieves that the EnrightenÀilä;*t.iave arso.bequeathed ro usthe inte'ectuar anfidóte to totari;;tr; in at its ifìrir,'ìå*.rythe notion of varue orurarism. ihi, ;ì;il',hreat"ns'to""ràï"iïn*pluralism seems to shade r^il-.ri*."i^relativism, arthough Berrinsucceeds in seoararing these ideas i*th; 

".{..il;;;îîuråou.u,u
$:î.'"ot"ientry 

to jîrstiry n"-rËå."iilt ir,ãfìiä,î,åî il[",",

6

Pluralism ûnd Liberølism

Berlin's archaeology of totalitarianism, having begun with the

mode.n betrayal ol-freedom and continued with the scientism of
ln" ft,tigtrtenment and the Counter-Enlightenment rejection of

reason, réaches its deepest level with his analysis of moral monism.

According to Berlin, the roots of the worst horrors of the twentieth
century lìá not merely in positive notions of liberty, or in Enlight-

"n-".rt 
dreams of teðhnoèratic perfectionism, or in the irrational-

ism of thinkers like Maistre and Hamann, but in the mainstream

belief of western philosophy that all questions have a single answer/

and that all answers fit iogether in ã single systematic account of
reality. Berlin is happy to ãllow that this monist picture_ is true of
the world of natuie, the proper domain of the natural sciences.

When it comes to the world of human values, however, he is con-

vinced that the traditional picture is false. The ends of human
beings are multiple, they often conflict, ry-d they cannot be com-

bineã in any single, speCific conception of the human 89.-d'This is

Berlin,s concept-of vâlue pluralism. There are hints of this in his

work at many points, going back to his pre-War book on Marx and

leading up tó ñis firsiexplicit statement of the idea in 'Two Con-

cepts o"f Liberty'. By the end of his life pluralism emerges_ as one of
hiå two principal moral themes, to set beside his liberal commit-
ment to individual freedom.

Yet the nexus between pluralism and liberalism also presents the

central problem in Berlin;s thought. He_seems generally to believe

that the two go together. But do they? On the one hand, the tradi-
tional liberal"projõct is universalist, claiming validity for liberal

I

-
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values such as individual liberty and toleration for all places at all
times. On the other hand, pluralism, at least as presented so fa¡,
might be taken to suggest that there are many equally valid sets of
values or ways of life, and that liberalism is no more than the polit-
ical expression of one (or some) of these, with no justifiable ciaims
to superiority over others. As I shall show the claim that pluralism
undermines liberal universalism often trades on the confusion
between pluralism and relativism discussed in the previous chapter.
But even when pluralism is distinguished from relativism, the iisue
of its relation with liberalism remains open. At the heart of plural-
ism lies the notion of the incommensurability of values. Evén uni-
versal values may be incommensurable, and if they are, then we
may be faced by hard choices when they conflict. The question then
is why our response to those choices should be a liberal one. Where
values are radically plural, what reason do we have to choose a
characteristically liberal solution rather than some other?

-I shall argue that Berlin does not whotly succeed in explaining
why pluralists should be liberals. The shortcomings of hìs argu-
ments in this regard open the door to antiliberal interpretationJ of
his notion of pluralism that go very much against the spirit of his
overall view. This is not the end of the matter, because I shall even-
tually show that even though Berlin's own arguments in this con-
nection are not adequate as he states them, some of them can be
revived and improved as part of a more rigorous pluralist case for
liberalism. But I shall take up that line of argument in the next
chapter. For the present I review Berlin's critique of monism and
the elements and basic implications of his concept of value
pluralism, and then examine the account he gives of the relation
between pluralism and liberalism.

The problem of monism

The idea of vaiue pluralism sits at the very centre of Berlin,s
thought. Some readers may be inclined to dispute this claim, since
he nevgr gffers any systematic or careful analysis of the concept.
Typically he allows it to ernerge from discussions of other ideas, as
in the final section of 'Two Concepts of Liberty', or from studies of
particular thinkers like Vico and Herder. This may give the impres-
sion that pluralism is a significant side-issue for Berlin, but no more
than that. Such an interpretation would be mistaken. First, it ignores
the fact that the pluralist theme, although often muted, pãrsists

throughout Berlin's writing. Hints and intimations aPPear/ as I have

indicated, in the study of Marx, in the essays on the Russian

thinkers, and in the broadcasts on the 'enemies of human liberty'.
More explicit statements are prominent in Cold War texts like'Polit-
ical Ideals in the Twentieth Century', in'Two Concepts', and in the
later work on the Enlightenment and Counter-Enlightenment. Sec-

ondly, Berlin himself confirms pluralism as one of his central con-
cerns when he comes to reflect on his life's work in his last essays

and interviews, for example in 'The Pursuit of the ldeal' (1988) and
'My Intellectual Path' (1998). There he makes it clear that pluralism
' 'r - ^-ri.lnta he orescribes for the moral monism that forms the

:åî5*:'i il:'# ;i:i:å'"i
but I shall draw together
:e looking more closely at
.plications.
;tood in contrast to moral
lt its broadest, as the view
:orrect answel and that all
gle, coherent moral system
>7). The coherence of the
.ifferent ways. Berlin some-
notion of the ultimate com-

rperly understood. On this
icts are really just illusions
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ral goods, we would see that
'like a 'cosmic jigsaw puzzle'

rccount of monism, because
e compatibility of values or
;t could concede that values
cts among them real and
uch conflicts have a single
three forms this resolution

, .e that all goods can be com-

wourd rhen maximize. rne c,arùrL -^ffiîlif;i:iå3ii*ïi":ï
is utilitarianism (in its various versions), according to which all
human goods can be reduced to units of the super-value, 'utility',
variously defined. The correct action is simply that which produces
the most utility. Secondly, the monist might propose that even if
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Fr.""::j::::,_?:,..ïi:i'l1il"g,they, can stilr be ranked, so that
:L",::l"l:_'^s.::1îlîîI:,?""1'id:'ín"'"l-å'.ai;;.ìäåïi
:f ::.:Í;l:i ^iî." Tlrlt 1-i 

t. r i u grly a r wa ys. ou t.* k; ;q" ; i,,y å.' !r?rl
:'^",î:yj^lli*It tu *o,"ist.might ars"é tn"l n"ill; ,*,, i"iiä-nally. defensible procedural ruje thai can uu 

"r"J i;;;;;r";;:iï;conflicts without recolrrse pifhpr rn a ¡n--thout recourse either to a commo. .u.r"-nry';."äi

r¿ôusseau, Hegel and Marx' That list, Berlin suggests' should,imme-

äåäñi;; ,ri pu,rr", for these are among the principal intellectual

"-^ttrcésbf 
modern totalitarianism't"i 

îlgltUe objected that Berlin's linking.of totalitarianism with

;;i;^" in ,Two concepts, does not fit with his analy-sis of the

ilü"h;;";ent and its ciitics. The general tendency of that.lyly-
il;i; iæ;ed in rhe last chapter, i-s to associate monism with the

illiont"r"tñlent bv wav of scientism, and so with totalitarianism in

ä¿iÃ;ist fãrm. Éascism, on the other hand, seems on Berlin's

account to owe more to the Counter-Enlighten*."1t' which he

''"'u"o 
as significantly anti-scientistic, anti-monist and proto-

ii"iãiirt. But "if fascism emerges from the pluralist .Counter-
ËnliÀnt"n*ent, then how can Berlin, in 'Two Concepts" present

il;Tsm as underpinning twentieth-century totalitarianism in

seneral?u"ïä.ii" 
could answer that the lines of influence he traces should

not be seen as mutually exclusive or rigidly one-dimensional' He

ão", p."r"nt Soviet communism as primarily, through Saint-Simon

;;ã"üf;;;, a produ"t of Entightenment scientism and therefore of

iìonit-. Éut he also notes thã deut owed by Marx' thro.ugh Ytggl'
io the historicism of the Counter-Enlightenment (KM, 

"l"t 
3)

Further, Berlin need not, and does not, deny that communlsm ls

i*i"."å"¿ by the romantic movement, with its emphasis on the

iã*å àf tne wilt and on the possibility that the will may be collec-

ti"ã. Si*if"rly, while he wouid probably maintain that the influence

of tn" irratiánalist cornponuni of ttre Counter-Enlightenment is

uppermost in the make-up of fascism, he says nothing.to discount

ñJ*oãu.nizing, industrial and bureaucratic aspect of the Fascist

outlook and its ãppeal to scientific expertise.3 Moie importantly, the

;i.* i; compellin! that fascism, no léss than communism' depends

on the moniåt faitñin a single right answer to all questions - Berlin's

onrãru, 'a final solution', ñas oÉvious resonance here (L' 212)' The

ãf-tJãiff"."nce is that while under communism the answer is dic-

tut"a Uy the impersonal scientific laws of history, the Fascists look

i" tnlãlrr,"ritytf theVolksgeisf as mediated by 
1 

charismatic leader.

The Fascist víIksgeist is noi merely the spirit of one- culture among

ått u.r, as on Heider's cultural-pluralist view, but the wisdom of a

superi,or people.a This is an expression not of pluralist incommen-

suiability but of monist hierarchy- . -.- - 
À ;;í" serious objection to Beilin's linking of monism with total-

itarianism is that thé connection is not a logical one' Clearly, there

are monist thinkers like Locke and f' S' Mill who do not argue for
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con

**r:q;,Tere an example may be provided bt K;ilä;åte"gorical
imperative.2

. fhele are, then, several w-a¡1s in which monism might be assertedin the face of the incompatibirity of values. Consequ"entty, monirmis better conceived as. requiring not that values b"';";päibre, butthat conflicts among them. have"a singre correct resolution indicatedby a single correct formula, which iñ turn has recourse either to a
:lT*:î currency or to a rank order or to a procedural rule. Berlin
does not draw these distinctions, but they arè consistent with whathe.does say, and he hints at them in his ."f"."r",.u, io pi,rratism
as involving not onry rhe incompatibility but arsoih"ì"iàL*"n_
surability of values.

According to Berrin, monist thinking is the deepest basis forpolitical authoritarianism, and ultimater! the totarita;i".ir- of the
1i1e1lie$ 

century. we have already seen some of the rinks betweenrorarltaranlsm and monism in previous chapters. one such rink isby way of positive liberty. posiiive conceptions of liberty becomedangerous when they subordinate the actual individual to somenotion of an ideal or true self. what makes that possibie,-Ê"irì" ,,rg_
gests, is the idea of the authentic person as one who lives in accor-Ou".:g with a single, correcr conôeption of the h;;";;;d. The
ryTl"u .liberry beloved of tweniieth-cenrury dictatoå is rhusunderwritten by moral monism. Similarly, mo.rísm supports the sci_entistic strain in the Enlightenment, from which deriirå tfre autt or_itarian technocratic visions of saini-simon and Marx. It is onty ifmorality is conceived- as a single coherent system of rures on the
Tgd:l of the physical world tñat it makes sense ro expect a final
obJectlve science of human conduct which wil generaté raws to beadministered by experts.

. 
M9.". generally, monism,underpins totalitarianism by way ofutopianism. The attraction of monism is the prosp".iiioirär, or or.formulating a system from which *u .a. theï derive u ,ir,gt"correct answer to any morar probrem. Trre true moral system, onceknown, will enable us to iroi out ail politicar .;;îi."tJ;ä'îat"

possible a perfected society in which there will be universal agree-ment on a single way of life. This is the belief tnat 
"niiãs 

Þruto,

t,
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an authoritarian state. Here Berrin could repry that this shows onlythat monism is not sufficient for authoritariaíism. He understands
the relation between monism and authoritarianism in Àuch thesame way as he pictures the relation between positive liberty andauthoritarianism. Monists are not necessarily politicai áutho.itari
3ns, b.ut most political authoritarians are in ract monists- Monism
Ieads in the direction of authoritarianism down 

" 
,iipp".y,i"pe. Tosuppose that morality is monistic is to suppose that iliere'is a single

correct answer in all case-q, mandated by ãìingle moral formula.îo
suppose that there.is a single formula is to hõld out the hãpe thatall moral and political queãtions will be answered eventuariy, thatmoral and political sysiems can thereby be perfectea. To-feheve
!h1t lora-l and political p.erfection is poásible, 

"uu" 
i" p.i"åple, isto invite the thought thai its realization justifies ttru u*ptofment ofa.ny.means..Alg"q this slippery slope, derlin u.g"ur, ini;'is a dis_tinct, historically detectable associaiion between moral monism andpolitical totalitarianism.

. 
This reply is not entirery convincing. As with the paralrer *itique

of. positive.liberty,.the stipperiness ðf the slope fi.;;;;ism tototalitarianism can be questìoned- Again, the kLy ,t"p. å.uìir por-
sibilities, rather than logical requirerãents. A monist ihirrku. could,
with good reason, stop Jhort of supposing that the true rårÃuu will
ever be known with certainty, or^tirat its content would allow the
use of.oppressive means to iti realization. These reservations would
be insisted upon by J. S. Mill, for example.

But even if moral monism is not always dangerous, Berlin would
respond that it is in a.y case false. Moiism dóes not do iustice tothe depth.and persistence of conflict in rhe ,.no.ái 

"*puí.i*"u orhuman beings. Rather, 'the world that we encounter fn ordinary
experience is one in which we are faced with choices between ends
equally ,ultimate, and craims equally absolute, the rearization ofsome of which must inevitabli in;olve the sacrifice of others,(L,21'3-14). The moral worrd *"'kno* is better captured bv the ideaof value-pluralism. According. to-prurarism, uu"i. n"Ãå"-gooa,
3re 1ot.{wayscompatibre, rankable or commensurable, but iather
irreducibly multiple, frequentry conflicting, and sometii", i.,.or.,-
mensurable with one another. This is a wõrrd of disagreer.r*t u.a
dilemma' If goods are.urtimatery.incompatible, then triuÀi, 

"å 
por-sibility, even in principle, that á[ of thåm can be rearized simurta-

neously. lf goods are unrankable or incommensurable, then when
they conflict there is no single way of deciding u"t*"ãr.ìÀu* tt,utwill be uniquely correct in all caseé. Each incori*""r"ruui"låoa is

its own measure; depending on the circumstances, there will be

^uny 
."utonable ways of resolving conflicts among them' Con-

,eo,rãt-,tty, there is no possibility in a pluralist world of moral or
,rniitical perfection, or 'a final solution' to all moral and political

ãroblemi. Along with monist utopianism falls the standard justifi-

äation of totalitãrian dictatorship, the idea that one goal overrides

all others and justifies any sacrifice. No single value or narrow set

of values can carry that moral weight.
At this point it might be said that 'ordinary experience' alone is

insufficient to demoñstrate the falsity of moral monism and the

truth of value pluralism. Yes, a moral monist could reply, the moral

world as we currently know it is riven by dispute and indecision,
but that is only because the underlying monist structure of moral-

itv is not yet fully understood. we may yet come to understand that

síructure and get the answers we want, but even if we do not, that

does not pronã that the answers are not there in principle. And if
ordinary ãxperience is not enough to show that monism is false,

then it cannot show that pluralism is true.
Berlin does not discuss this objection; indeed, he nowhere pro-

vides any extended defence of pluralism's truth. Nevertheless, he

could reply that although the objection has logical force, there is also

something rather hollow about it. For one thing, the claim that the

discovery of the monist truth may still lie in the future seems to

be on a ievel with the Marxist claim that the end of history is just

around the corner: the predicted event remains a logical possibility,
but given centuries of fruitless waiting it is deeply improbable'
Morðspecifically, Berlin draws attention to the evident failure of the

most piomising of all routes to the monist truth, namely the scien-

tism of the Enlightenment (CC,7, 1'62; SR, 42).

A defender oiBerlin might also argue that pluralism is better able

than monism to explain the phenomenon of rational regret for lost
value. If monism were true, then all genuine values would fit
together so that to act rightly could never involve any absolute loss

*ñich it would make sense to regret. So, for example, an action
justified on utilitarian grounds would maximize the human good
,1i., 

tu.*r of happiness õr preference satisfaction), to the effect that
whatever the Costs of the action, these would necessarily be out-
weighed by the commensurate benefits. But experience teaches that
we ãre frequently confronted by regrettable loss even when we are

acting rigÑly. Vico, for example, can argue that the modern age is

an irñpróvement, all things considered, on the Homeric world, yet
coherôntly regret the loss óf the distinctive values that produced the

I
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Iliad (TCE,93). on the monist view such losses would be only
apparent, not real, ùecause 

-they would be outweighed by com_
me¡surable gains. only on the pluralist view are thãse losses real,
in line with experience, because our most fundamental values are
plural, potentially conflicting and ,equally ultimate,. The case for
value pluralism may not be conclusivè, but it is strong.s

Pluralism analysed

Berlin's pluralism may be said to contain four constitutive elements:
(1) the idea of universal values; (2) an emphasis on the irreducible
plurality of values; (3) a stress..on the pervasiveness and intensity
of conflict among values; and (4) the crucial claim that many human
values are incommensurable with one another. I shall consiáer these
elements in turn.

L, Uniztersal vølues

Berlin argues that at least some goods are universal, either valuable
for, or actually valued by, all human beings. I showed in the last
chapter why Berlin thinks this must be true: otherwise our evident
capacity to transcend our own culture and understand others
would not make sense. I also showed that he needs some such
notion of universal values in order to separate pluralism from rel-
ativism, and consequently to defend liberal universalism. As to the
precise content of these universals, however, Berlin gives no sys-
tematic account. In one essay he seems to identify the universal
goods with the 'habits and outlook of the westerñ world, (CTH,
205), while in another he criticizes the liberal and sociarist prophets
of the nineteenth century as 'Europocentric, (,4C,353-5). Fiomtime
to time he mentions particular basic goods that may be universar,
one example being courage, which 'has been admired in every
society known to us' (Cona., 37). His most frequent candidates for
universality are liberty, equality and social welfãre (L, t72; CTH,'LZ).
Within the broad notion of 'liberty', it may be that negative non-
interference and positive self-mastery are also universais.

If Berlin says relatively little about the content or substance of
the universal goods, he says rather more about their general na-
ture or form. Again, however, his remarks are unsystãmatic and
often inconsistent. one notable inconsistency is beiween his two

favourite images of value universality, which cgnvlY rather differ-

äliáuur. Sorñetimes he refers to the common 'limits of humanity'

li",trrr^ur, horizon' beyond which behaviour is no longe_r- recog-

;irubly h"*an and understanding is impossible (CTH'11'80; PSM'

ió. f i"""duced this idea in thã last chapter. Elsewhere Berlin

"-.rr., of a ,central core' of values which all human beings share

i\i¡ør243;TCL,277).The notion of the core is distinctly narrower

;J;;å"manding than that of the horizon. The horizon excludes

.,nlv what is not recognizably human, and consequently permits

äi"irr, anything. Somðone *ho sees no difference between kicking

ä'pàtïf" ána díüng his family is beyond the human pale,_because

hi, *rult", or purpoles are litelally incomprehensible.(CC' 1.66)' But

tt" u.tio.,r óf tit" Nazis, although morally_detestable to most

oeople, are not incomprehensible in this way' Rather' those actions

Íi" i,"rfr.^ed in pursuit of more remote ends that we can under-

,i"rlJ*a rá acknowledge to be human, no matter how misguid-

ããiu 
"*p."rsed 

in the casã at hand. On this view, therefore, not even

r.fuåi ro'.i"ty would be excluded by Berlin's common moral horizon

_ t" i, quitä explicit about this (POl, 12-13; Conu.,33). The core/ on

ttre othår hanå, is concerned less with moral limits than with

."ã,ri."*"ttts, namely those values which all or most people have

;;õ*d hisiorically. This is bound to be a subset of the merely
,t,,r*urr, values and practices, since not all goals that are recogniz-

ublu hrr^un have beàn widely pursued. The practices of the Nazis

i;li *ithil rhe horizon but aie'somewhat less likely to satisfy the

core.
Wlretherwearespeakingofthehorizonorthecore,Berlin,s

account of value uni't ersaliíy contains further inconsistencies. In

o.ãptu.u he writes that 'the multiple values are objective,.part of

the essence of humanity rather thãn arbitrary creations of men's

subiective fancies' (POI,'12). But his more characteristic view is that

;;;í;;;"i";lues should be conceived empirically, as what people

happen to want rather than as components of a human essence or

telàå:'thercare values that a great many human beings.in.the vast

majority of places and situa6õns, at almost all times, do in fact hold

in åo*rnoi (Cona.,37; similarly CTH, 1'B; PSM, 15)'6 In another

O*t"g" this empirical view is qualified as,'quøsi-empirical' because

ã""."þtt and cätegories that äominate life over a large- portion
(even'if not the wnóte) of recorded history are difficult, and in prac-

ìi." i*pottible, to think away' (L,-45)' Again, Berlin sometimes

claims ihat tt",e universal gooâs add up to 'a minimum-without
which societies could scarãely survive'-(CTH,18; PSM,15), while

ii--
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elsewhere they are presented as requiremelt_s 
¡rot just for survivar

but for 'a minimally decent society,^(Cona.,114).
All of these competing formuraiions have one thing in common:in every_case Berlin's -universal 

varues_ are extreniely ,thin, 
o¡generic. The-y are so general or abstract that most humán societies

would satisfy them.,. including Taly highly illiberal societies. Thisis most obvious i. the case of the hûmai horizon, which is consis_
tent with anything.identifiably 'human', including the Nazis. But
the core, too, is unlikeþ to be substantial, especiali-y when coupled
with Berlin's empìrical or'quasi-empirical' ã..o.tttt of universals,
according to which values aie univeisal when they are in fact uni_
versally desired over long periods of history. The historical record
provides little evidence of anything actually desired or admired by
all, or even most, human-societies e-xcept goods or virtues described
at the very highest level of generalitl]. Àmo1q the examples pro-
posed by Berlin, courage is ã plausible candiãate (althorigh what
particular actions count as courageous is likely to vary acioss cul-
ly.9:), but liberty and equality, not to mention sociar"werfare, are
highly dubious.

The thinness of Berlin's notion of universality is significant
because it revives the issue of the reration betweei his pïuralism
and his liberalism. In the last chapter I argued that Berliris liberal-
ism would be threatened if his pluralism turned out to be equi-valent to relativism, since relativism would undermine the
universality of his liberal ideals. That threat receded when Berlin
was able to separate his pluralism from relativism, the crucial move
being the pluralist commitment to a common moral horizon. But it
now turns out that Berlin's common horizon is so broad, its con-
tents- so general, that it excludes virtua[y nothing. Berlin,s distinc-
tio¡ between pluralism and relativism nów looksïore formal than
substantial. His universals are likely to be consistent with a huge
range of deeply illiberal values and ways of life. A local commit-
ment to liberãl-valugl *uy be-consisteníwith value pluralism, but
so is much else. on this view liberalism is on a moral par with many
other moral and political systems. And if that is tme, then pluraÍ-
ism would seem to rule out liberal universalism, the claim that
liberal values are not merely equal to others but superior. on
Berlin's view so faq, liberalism can be no more than one^legitimate
encampment within the common moral horizon among otñers.

The second element of Berlin's value pluralism is the idea that

hrr*utt values, including universals, are irreducibly plural' There

uì" 
^uny 

intrinsic goods, that is, goods desirable for their own sake

ánd not íe¿ucible õr subservient io any others. The precise rangeof

ihis plurality Berlin leaves open, although he says it has limits. 'The

n.r.b"r of human values, of values which l can pursue while main-

taining my human semblance, my human characteç is finite - let us

,nv 7i, oiperhaps 122, ot 26,but finite, whatever it may be' (POI,

tZi. fnis finit..td" connects with the possibility of cross-cultural

understanding, and so with the common moral horizon. It is

because the rãnge of values is bounded by 'the limits of humanity'
(CTH, B0), that I can enter imaginatively into the practices and

goods experienced by others, even if I do not live by tfe1 ifs¡]f'" An irnþortant quéstion to ask here is: 'plurality of what?' The
phrase 'piurality of values' is ambiguous because the term 'values'

àan be ïndersiood in different ways. According to John Gray,

there are three different 'levels' of value plurality in Berlin: first,

among goods, like liberty and equality; secondly, within.goods, for

"*u*þiá, 
between the nôgative ãnd positive species.of liberty; and

thirdþ among 'cultural forms' or ways of life which represent

bundies o. puãkugus of goods.T It is this last level, that of cultural
pluralism, wnich Gray emphasizes as- the basis of his anti-liberal
interpretation of plurálism, as I shall show. If cultures are plural in
Berlin's sense, involving incommensurability, then liberalism can be

exhibited as one incommensurable cultural view among others,

with no valid claim to superiority.
I shall return to the dètails of Gray's argument later, but it is

worth pointing out straight away that there is a p-roblem with lìis
culture-based ieading of Berlinian plurality. The idea that not only
goods and sub-goodJbut cultures are incommensurable is one that,

ãs I have conceãed, does appear in Berlin's texts, especially in his

treatment of Vico and Herdèi. But how can this be squared with his
notion of the common moral horizon? If there are universal values,

even if these are highly generic, then it cannot be true that cultures
are wholly incommenðuiable. Within the common horizon cultures
must ovérlap, sharing at least something of the sam.e. human
outlook. Deápite what Berlin himself sometimes -says, 

his better
view is that ii is primarily goods (and sub-goods) that are plural in
his sense, rather fhan cultuies. No doubt the plurality of goods will

I

I l
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also lead to considerable valid cultural variation, since it will be rea_sonable for different groups of p-eopre to. pursue distincl påctag;
of goods, an$ to p,r.:yu. thèse in divärgentïays. But tnat tågiìimate
cultural variation wilr be parasitic oñ the móre funda-".,"tur plu_rality of goods. If this were not true, and_varue pluralisÀ-iniorveo
an acceptance of cultu¡al pluralism on a level ,"itt th" ptu.arity oìgoods, then there would bè nothing to separate pluralisÅ"r r.om .ur-tural relativism. If value pluralism-is to te a distinctive iàuu, trlunit must refer.primarily to ihe prurality of goods, ,,ot 

"rltr."r.'.ivtore_over, the claim that goods are mo.e .ãdicãuy pl'ral tt u" 
"rliur., i,persu-asive, given the force of Berlin's argúment for the common

moral horizon. The possibility of crossrculturar understanding
shows that, despite-grèat differénces among cultures, the.e a.e alsopoints of commonality at the.lever of generic humaí p,r.ptr", uno

llfiï,i^ll" lii?Ii,y of goods ove, c,ilr,rres within thL iciea of plu_
ralrsm has important implications for the defence of liberalism, as

lhavg already suggestedl but I shall return to these when I come toGray's case in chapter 7.

PlurøIism and Liberalism 1,37

stances, as when I have time to go either to the swimming pool or

to the library, but not both. Berlin, however, has in mind conflicts

among values 'in principle', so that to realize one such value is ne-

cessarily to neglect or destroy another: 'total liberty for wolves is

death to the lambs' (CTH,1'2). Again, this can be true at both the

individual and the social level. A person who chooses the satisfac-

tions of single life cannot also enjoy the benefits of having her own

family. The Homeric society that produced the lliad, with its cele-

bration of the heroic virtues, cannot also enjoy the goods charac-

teristic of Christianity. The range of human values is finite, limited
by recognizably human PurPoses. Nevertheless, the langg is- great

aid its élements are often incompatible. No single life, whether of
an individual person or even of a whole society, can fully realize all
human values.

The inference Berlin draws from this kind of incompatibility of
goods is of course his rejection of 'the ideal', the utopian vision of
moral and political perfection.

The notion of the perfect whole, tlìe ultimate solution, in which all
good things coexist, seems to me to be not merely unattainable - that
is a truism - but conceptually incoherent; I do not know what is
meant by a harmony of this kind. Some among the Great Goods
cannot live together, That is a conceptual truth. (CTH, 73; PSM,71)

For Berlin, political perfection is impossible, not merely in the sense

that it is beset with practical difficulties, but 'in principle', because

so many fundamental human goods are conceptually incompatible.
But the incompatibility of goods, even at a conceptual level, does

not wholly explain Berlin's rejection of political utopianism. This is
the corollary of a point made earlier: that to accept the deep incom-
patibility of values is not necessarily to abandon moral monism.
Even if ðertain goods are conceptually incompatible and have to be

traded off or ranked against each other in practice, it might still be

argued that there is a single correct way of doing this in all cases'

It might be argued, for example, that utility is the common currency
for all goods, or that liberty always overrides everything else, or
that we should always follow a procedural rule like the categorical
imperative. In other words, there is a form of perfectionism that is
nol defeated by the idea of conceptual incompatibility alone. This
kind of utopian system would not suPPose that all good things
could be fully realized simultaneously, but it would nevertheless
claim that thère is a single correct formula for answering all moral

S, Conflìcts ømong oalues

The third element of Berlin's varue pluralism is his emphasis on thepotential for conflict urong gooäs, again incruaing universats.
obviously goods do notarwayJconflict,"but often thet"do;;;à tn"n
we have to make a choice. we must 'allow that Gráat óoàà, .un
collide, that some of them cannot rive together, even though àth"r,
can - in short that on9_"ullgt_ have everfthing, in principie as weil
as in practice' (crH,17; psM,14). such cofliãions'and Ëhe choices
they- generate can occur within a society or 'within the breast of a
$ngle individual' (CTH, 12; pSM, 10).'It is hard to Ueúãrre ttrat
P,ît1l':9*" ïq"lience of personal value conflict - for 

""å*pru, 
in

the division of his loyarties between Britain and Zionism, urd *or"
åul.ulully in his position between rhe Enrightenmenr à"á-ðo,r.t"r-
Enlightenment - did not influence his senie of pturatisÀ ã, -,r.tas his reading of Vico and Herder.

'[oìne cannot have everything, in principle as well as in practice,:
this is one of Berlin's moét funäamäntar ih"*er, driven i.,à*" on
Taly occasions in many different ways. It is important to see that
the kind of value conflict p11rin is tarling abouË ir 

"oi 
*"rury .ir-

cumstantial but conceptual. There are narious ways in whicrr rrärues
can collide.s In some èases conflicts are caused ,íiÀpry Ç ii.."*-

l!
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and political cluestions. This, too, Berlin would regard as a false and
ff il'""îiåì:',:Håï:i1itrifïåî;,f ';ii";Ë;";ki;;;ä:îp".r
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not want to say honour is inferior to love. Both these are ultimate
values, and there is no way of settling the issue: you must just

olump in some sort of way.'n If this is his view then his commit-
inent to liberal solutions to moral and political questions looks arbi-
trary. Indeed, on this strong reading of incommensurability, no
political position is rationally justifiable, since any such position
iests ultimately on a non-rational plumping for one set of values

rather than another.
However, the strong interpretation of incommensurability is

neither Berlin's only view nor his best. He repudiates it explicitly
in a later article, where he says that reasoned choice among incom-
mensurable goods is possible, if not in the abstract then at least in
(some) particular cases.t0 He offers no examples, but it may help to
consider the following conflict between impartial fairness and per-
sonal attachment. The utilitarian William Godwin believed that
'political justice', understood as the impersonal maximizing of
liuman happiness, should always come before anything else. In his
notorious example, if there is a fire and I have to choose between
rescuing my father or Archbishop Fénelon, a benefactor of human-
ity, Godwin claims that I should choose the archbishop.ll Most
people would say that this judgement is mistaken, because it
ignores the special bond between parents and children. There are
indeed cases where we should give priority to impartial justice over
our personal affiliations, as where a judge is presiding over a trial
or an official is awarding a public contract. But humanity-wide
impartiality does not always come first, as the Fénelon example
shows almost everyone except Godwin. Whether partiality or
impartiality should take priority depends not on any absolute
monist ranking or decision procedure, but on the particular context
in which the conflict occurs. Incommensurables such as these
cannot be ranked in the abstract, but there may be good reason to
rank them in particular cases.

Consequently, Berlin's better view of incommensurability, and
therefore of value pluralism, is a more moderate one that allows at
least some room for rational choice. Although incommensurability
may place problems in the way of reasoned decision making, it does
not rule out reasoned choice within a particular context. Choosing
among incommensurables is always hard in the two senses men-
tioned above: it cannot be guided adequately by any simple monist
standard, and it always involves regrettable loss. Moreove\ some
cases may present genuine dilemmas in which there is no decisive
reason to favour one option over another. But in other cases/

4, Incommensurøbility

This rast comDonent of Berrin's. prurarism is its most distinctive,once again, hL never analyses if";;y carefulþ urriï äåronuulvcoherenr picrure can be tuuá"J1it oî,"nut.n"ãáÃ,;; uïrorto*ð.The basic idea is rhar some gil; ã.u 19 disril;i;rí äåch otherthat they share no common mêasure. Each i1 ,-"q""llyäììrä,u,, 
por_sessing its own intrinsic rrar,r" rr,J ir,dependenËmoíuiror.är¿, zrgl,For example, if liberty. u"a 

"q.ruìittìl* ir.,.o*_"r;;;;ì; values,then each makes an,iídepenaË"l"1åi- on_ us. Neither can be trans-lated into terms other tÍran ìi; ;;;';"a ,,o uÀá,rnt åi ãnu *iUw[1ltr compensate for any 
"Áo""iái,he orher.rne rmmediate imprication is that when incommensurabrevalues colride, we are fåced with åi*i."rt 

"noi""r.-ËirJ'ir,îi.,ooringone good we mav necessar'y fgrgo ano!h"r, u"ã ro ,'liuïu ro* *ratcannot be whotv compensaied. Secondly, if each incommensurabregood is its owí meaiure, then we-*iìr not be able to determine

ffi:ï ffi#: åï 
i^'" ?Í: l;çlq*!;rill; irffi ::r * i lt;:amons orhers. Values in conflicr h";; iJiå ;ü;ärdiiirt onuanother without the..help of u"y *.i convenient meaiure. Thisremoves the possibitity òf *o.á or potiticat p;;¡;;il;ñö.,n ,husecond sense mentioneã in the tost rà"iiàn, where the need to tradeoff or rank goods is accepted but it is Áaintained ,nur^üãì" ì, 

"rryone correct wav of doing so in a¡ cases. lr rrarues aie ì".å--*"nr-urable' then it wit ue 
"õ""ty ì"ii"*ii" priv'ege manv differentvalues, and no sinsl,

"h;;; äî;ìi;:"tre 
currency or ranking or decision proãedure will

Beyond this generar picture, Berrin's account of incommensura-bility, and conseäuenrryïr *nãi I mt"i""a rn choosing among con-flicting values, iô vague and inconsisiànt. sometimes he seems toendorse a verv strong. conception of incommensurability underwhich varues áre wno"tty 
''",;ilpr;Jbl"'und 

crroices amoñe themnon-ra tiona r. For exampie, in his ässav o.. M;"ü;:ìii äi.iiiö*.it",that 'Entire sysrems of;uí;" ;;ñ"#nro coltisior., *iir,å,ri po*sibility of raiional arbitrat-i-oJ 
-ií,i¡i)'g.;l¡. 

In a broadcast tatk heinsists that ,you cannot say love i, infã.io, to honou4 and you do
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choosing. among incommensurables, although difficult, need not beirrational or arbitrary. Rather, decisive reaions to choose in onedirection rather than another w.ill be generated by contexi. Às Berlin
puts it, 'the concrete situation is almóst everythíng, (CTA, 15¡.

This view is reinforced by ,political 
Judgem"n"f (ir, SRi. ff,u.uBerlin argug-s that successfui decisiotr *ukíng in poritics is not amatter of adherence to a set of abstract rules ãeriväd from à puta_

tive 'political science'. Rather, 'what matters is to understuna á på.-ticular situation in its full uniqueness, the particular men anã events
and,dangers, the partrrurar riopes and féars which u.u u"tiuuty uiwork in a particula.r p]1"".^l a-particular time: in paris in vgí, i\Petrograd in 191,7' (SR, ¿¿-S). The most successful statesmen,
leaders like Bismarck and the Emperor Augustus, are those with acapacity to 'seize' a sjtyalio.n by integratiñg or synthesizing dis_
parate and changing data into a coherént paitern. îhi, tl.,ey ä" ùta process closer to intuition than to the application of théoretical
knowledge. 'To seize a situation in this sense one needs to see, to
be given_a kind of direct, almost sensuous contact with the relevant
data' (SR, 46). What these passages suggest is, first, that choices
among competing incommensurable values need not be a matter
TgTuly of arbitrarily plumping for one option rather than another.
Rather, such choices can bè wãll or badr| made, more or lerr ru.-
cessful'. More specifically, good choices in these fields arways in-
volve close attention to the particulars of the case.

More specifically still, Beirin sometimes refers to resolving such
cases ration4lv bv following 'the general pattern of life inïnicn
we believe' (L, 47) or 'the forms of life of tñe society to which one
belongs' (C_TH, 18; PSM,15). That is, the particulars of a case of
value conflict always include certain background commitments,
whether those of thã individuals concerned är those of the society
to which theybelong. such background commitments,like those of
the judge 

_or the official o1 
-the 

lóving son, may help us to resolve
value conflicts rationally. of course, rlhat ou, backgiound cãmmit-
ments are will often be uncertain, and one set of cJmmitments will
sometimes conflict with others. one may think here of sartre,s
example of the man torn between joining the Resistance and staying
home to look after his mother.r2 Ínis iJ¡ust to say that the rejolul
tion of moral conflict-will frequentry be messy, coîsisting ,in some
logically untidy, .fl"Itb]" and éven ambiguous 

"omp.o-iã 
e, (L,92).

In the absence of valid monist decision þrocedurei we should not
expect things to be otherwise. But to admit that the reasoned

-t
I
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iustification of these choices may be messy is not to say that it is
írnpossible.

ît 
" 

idea that reasoned moral decision making is possible without
ranking or commensuration departs from the standard modern

wisdom offered by the utilitarians and Kant, but is scarcely unique

or original to Berlin. Although he does not make the connection, the

classið statement of this view is Aristotle's account of phronësís, or
practical reasoning.r3 On this view human morality is too complex

io be reduced to the kind of monist rules dominant in the modern

aqe. Rather, the only rigid standard for moral decision making is
tñat one should imitate the phronëmos, the person of practical

wisdom. The phronëmos decides what ought to be done in a given

situation, how exactly the competing considerations should be bal-

anced, through accumulation of experience in dealing with com-
parable situations. Experience enables the phronêmos to develop a

àertain skill in practical reasoning, refined against a background of
other virtues oi dispositions of character which together contribute
to a good life overall. Later I shall develop this parallel between

Aristótle's ethics and rational choice under value pluralism by
arguing that to cope well with choices among incommensurables is

to-exercise a speòific set of skills or virtues. These virtues will
provide further guidance to pluralist practical reasoning.' 

Clearly, a pluralist view of moral choice invites many questions

about how toresolve particular hard cases, but that is to be expected
of any realistic moral theory. Moreover, Berlin need not resolve all
such cases, or even many of them, in order to make his political
point, that pluralism has an affinity with liberalism. Even if he had
io say that on the pluralist view many concrete ethical problems
must be seen as irresolvable dilemmas, he could still insist that plu-
ralists in any case have reason to accept a liberal political frame-
work within which these issues can be contained. But then the
question is: why should the framework be liberal? Liberal democ-
rãcy gives special weight to goods such as toleration, personal
autonómy and human rights. Why should that particular constel-
lation of goods be preferred to an alternative set, such as the equal-
ity, solidãrity and social justice championed by socialists, or the
stability, prudence and tradition stressed by conservatives? Indeed,
it is the values of conservatism rather than liberalism that seem to
be reflected by Berlin's appeal to 'the general patterns of life in
which we believe'. In short, how can Berlin's liberalism be justified
in the face of his pluralism?
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From pluralism to liberalism?

Pluralism and Liberalism l4g

don. It is also true that pluralism does not in fact rule out rational
choice among incommensurables, since (as Berlin argues) this is
oossible in at least some concrete situations. But how does that
änable Berlin to justify liberalism as a universal project? To justify
überalism universally, it is not enough to say that pluralism permits
Iiberal choices in some cases but not others. Berlin could make the
broader claim that the general pursuit of liberal ideals is justified
within the broader context of 'the general patterns of life in which
we believe', but this would still fall well short of a defence of liberal
universalism. It would amount to no more than the justification of
liberal institutions where there is already a liberal culture. Liberals,
on this understanding of pluralism, would have no arguments to
offer to those who are not liberals already.ts

The possibility of contextual argumeñt under pluralism opens
up the possibility of arguments for liberal solutions if the context
happens to support these, but not otherwise. So far, liberal univer-
salism and pluralism seem to be at odds. Might Berlin overcome
this problem by arguing that a case for liberal universalism is actu-
ally implicit in the idea of value pluralism itself? Might it be that
liberalism is not merely compatible with pluralism but entailed by
it? Here again, Berlin says now one thing, now another. In some
places he denies any necessary connection between pluralism and
liberalism (Conzt.,44). But elsewhere he asserts that pluralism does
indeed imply liberalism, as when he refers to 'pluralism, with the
measure of negative liberty it entails' (L,216), and when he writes
that'if pluralism is a valid view . . . then toleration and liberal con-
sequences follow' (POI, 13).

I shall take it that Berlin does indeed believe, at least in some pas-
sages/ that pluralism implies liberalism. At any rate, this is his more
interesting claim. How does he argue for this? First, we should clear
away certain inadequate arguments along these lines which have
been attributed to Berlin but which are not his. One such argument
is that if pluralism is true, then no particular choice of goods is less
rational than any other, and people ought therefore to be given the
freedom to make such choices for themselves. Something like this
argument is attributed to Berlin by Michael Sandel, who points out
its obvious flaw: on this view a liberal commitment to freedom of
choice itself represents only one choice, no less but also no more
rational than any other, so that a nonliberal system which denied
freedom of choice would be equally justified.t6 In effect, this argu-
ment reduces pluralism to relativism. However, as I argued earlier,
that is not Berlin's view. Under Berlinian pluralism it is not true that

Berlin does believe that riberarism can be reconciled with pluralism,
and he sometimes goes further, suggesting th-at pl;.;iir"i;;ovides
Iiberalism with positive support. õñ"" *å." h" il;;iih". ã1"u. no.consistent, and his texts require careful sifting.

Even something as basicìs Berrin's commìiment to riberalism isremarkably inexpricit, arthough present in the uackground näne ttreless' There are actually yîr l"- prqc,es in his e"tiie corpus whe."
he expressly-decraresã distínctiveiy liberal ailegiance. Hìå .,ãtion oruniversal values, as I have shown, ialrs weil sho"rt of u"y,p"ãffi.uttv
Iiberal requirements. usualry he speaks in much o,o." g"r,!iuii":.#
of the conditions for 'a minimafly decent society,, or of ,normar
activity', or of 'civilisation' in contrast with ,barbá ísm (coiu., lt+;PoI,1'58; crH,20s). yet a more distinctively riberal ,"r-,ri'uitity ao",surface from time to time, inparticular in íhe contexi;¡ ht, oppo-sition to soviet communism. fhus in 'Two concepts or Liu"rty,, ro,example, he writes approvingry of the 'frontiers ór rt"uao*i or theminimal degree of negative-lib^erty nece.sslll¡. for_any genuinely
desirable human existence (L, sz-:i,'rTr,4,211). Liberar idears arepresented here not nrrely as the artefacts of particula, ."it"i"r uut
as valid universally. Berlin confirms this commitment to universal-lry rn an rnterview in which he affirms his belief in human rights,althoTgh.he-denies thar these can be rarionally gr";;;á' (Corr.,
114). simila¡ly, despite his preference for negative liberty, he arso
expresses his appreciation of individualist for"ms or poritií"ìiu"rty,
as understood and advocated by Kant and trre rotì"ru"til, (t, gg).
Although he tends,not to associate personar autonomy *ì*, tn"
I?::] llldrtion explicitty, rhose liberais who ao so là"'1ii"i',. ,r,"substance of his endorsement nevertheless.

supposing that Berlin is a liberal universalist, what does he see
as the relation between riberarism and varue prú."rìrÅilìã.L, ,oo,the signals are mixed. It is crear enough that he thinks that-iiberar-
ism and pluralism are compatibre, bui rris reasons for hording thisview, in the face of rhe-próblems which pruralisÀ rãiro-ãì" r"*than obvious. In one widãry read piece he writes as if the craim thatpluralism and liberalism are in conflict depends or., th"- rurr.assumption that choice under plurarism is alwäys non-rationar.tr ltis true that if pluralism did rule out rationat .ñoi.", uÃá"f-.o--
peting incommensurable goods, then there could be no reäoned
defence of liberalism, or inãeed of any other genera p"riti."ip*i-

b¡-
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perhaps Berlin intends to argue for the value of choice less

directly. He may mean that moral choice is valuable not simply

t..u"r" it is uñavoidable, but because it is an expression of a

uniquely human dignity. This is the Kantian argument that a capa-

)i¡u'for'moral choicã is distinctive of human beings, and therefore

io û" r"rpu.ted as a symbol of our special moral status. Thus Berlin

writes that our concept of humanity is inseparable from our think-

ins of human beings 'as capable of pursuing ends for their own

,ui"r Uy deliberatJacts of choice' (L,337). But again, this line of

argument comes up against the familiar problem of the naturalistic

failacy.why does the fact that moral choice is distinctive of human-

itv mãke it valuable? Other human capacities are also distinctive,

bút are either not valuable or morally neutral - for example, 'having

sexual intercourse without regard to season; or despoiling the envi-

ronment and upsetting the bãlance of nature; or killing things for
fun'.]e In additi,on, the Kantian case for the value of choice is not

distinctively pluralist. Berlin is supposed to be showilg how a case

for liberaliém is entailed by value pluralism. But value pluralism
adds nothing to the Kantian argument, which refers to moral choice

generally, nbt choice among incommensurables. This Kantian
äetour áoes not show why the fact of pluralism should make us

support the liberal commitment to choice.
^Berlin,s 

second line of argument from pluralism to liberalism is

less explicit but more compelling. The basic claim is that pluralism
implieô the impossibility of political perfection; hence it implies the

neôd fo. a form of politics which accommodates and manages the

imperfectibility of human life rather than a politics which strives
impossibly to transcend it.

For if they had assurance that in some perfect state, realisable by men

on earth, uo ends pursued by them would ever be in conflict, the

necessity and agoñy of choice would disappear, and with -it.the
central ímportanie of the freedom to choose. Any method of bring-
ing this final state nearer would then seem fully justified, no-matter
hdw much freedom were sacrificed to forward its advance. (L,21'4)

If perfectibility were possible, then by definition anything would

¡usiify its realization. But if pluralism is true, there can be no moral
ând þolitical perfection, in the sense either of the compatibiljty or
the cbmmensurability of values. Under pluralism there can be no

final conception of the good life that will fully realize all human
values and excellences; to emphasize one good will always be to

all choices are equaily valid witrrout restriction. Berrin,s insistence
that pluralists honour universar values is one reason *i,yïiì, ir ro,although admi*edry.this is u. *u?.k requiremenr 

", 
h"¡;i;ilates it.Later I shat suggest that plurarism impries otn". p.in.ìfres thatplace further restrictions on what counts as a valiá åñ;:^

, Another attempt to.argue,from plurarism to ti¡"ruùrm i, ttreclaim that Berlin's notioñ of univôrsar values i-pri"r- å' set of'minimal human rights', and consequently a ,miniÀai l-iueårism,.,,on this view the 'common morar horizoni incruaes ri!r,,rä¡u r.uufrom starvation, arbitrary kilring and sravery, and thãse buri. untitlements indicate an embryonic ãccount or núrna",igñtr. Bîin".ri"
does not recognize any..éuch rights as required b! the 

"o^^onhorizon. As shown earlier; notñing is reqïired uy ttre 
"ã*^onhorizon except that conduct count ur"r".ogr,i"abry híman. Even thenarrower notion of the 'centrar core' is ñot subátantiar enough tos-upport a case for the rigr'rts mentioned. No such rights, or eventheir ethical substance (eg. prohibitions on sravery),- fiu"ã u.tuurry

!¡¡1 accen,,ud ? alr hrmån societies. rhe appäi-tà.riìuurrur
varues may þe a first step on the road from plurälism to liberalism,
but.the attempt to ground riberalism in universal values alone isunlikely to succeed and is not contemplated by Berlin.---- 

-.'

,., Oull"t Berlin proposes two main *gu-"ní, from pluralism toIiberalism, the first of which turns on th"e idea and valåe oi.r,oi.u.If pluralism is true, 'the 
-necessity of choosing u"t-u-à""å¡ìol.rtu

claims is then an inescapable charácteristic of th"e human 
"o.rdition.This-gives its value to freedom, (L, 2.14).The val,re_plur"iiri oìtfoot

emphasizes mo.ral plurarity and conflicr. on rhis 
"ié;, ¿il;;" ào,ou,

to centre-stage in morar experience unavoidabry. If we must cÀoose,
Berlin.argugs, we must vaiue freedom of choiJe, ne"." ÇiÃpri.u-tion a liberal order based.on negative liberty. This argumeírt,-ut tuustin the form in whicrr Berrin preúnts it, is cléarly nu*""djultí, 

"rrun-tially an instance of the naiuralistic railacy,since it passes ãirectryfrom the fact that choice is unavoidabre tó the value of freedom ofchoice. But the mere fact that choice is unavoidable does not makeit (or the freedom with which to make it) valuabre. Berrinïimself
observes 

.thll.Tuny choices-among incommensurables are painful,
even tragic. why, then, should we value such choices or thefieedom
wrrh whrch to make them? A better sorution might be to avoid
these choices as far as possible, and one way of d"oing so may bedeliberately to reduce óur negative liberty. tn" .,"""rrity oi*o.ur
choice, alone, is compatible ïitn authoritaria., u, *ál as withliberal politics.

!-
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neglect others. Nor, if pluralism is true, will it be possible to arrive
at a single rule, or simple set of rules, to resolve all moral conflicts.
Different general rules will appear equally reasonable from the
perspective of different conceptions of the good or general value
rankings. Consequently, no conceivable human society will wholly
satisfy all of its members. (Indeed, no individual life will wholly
satisfy the person living it, assuming that he or she is aware of altei-
native valuable options.) There will inevitably be disagreements,
tensions and conflicts concerning fundamental moral questions:
which goods and excellences should be emphasized at the expense
of which others, and what are the best rules for resolving conflicts?
Human diversity will defeat any attempt to reach social and politi-
cal perfection. This is the meaning of Berlin's favourite quotation
from Kant, which he repeats many times: 'Out of the crooked timber
of humanity no straight thing was ever made' (CTH, 19, 48; L,92,
21.6,238; POL 1,81,; PSM, L6; 5R,192).

The political implications of this are twofold. On the one hand,
this inevitable imperfectibility rules out as utopian those political
theories that project the possibility of a wholly satisfying political
society. The list of views included here contains some prominent
historical opponents of liberalism, in particular classical anarchism
and Marxism. On the other hand, pluralist imperfectibility brings
with it a positive recommendation: only those forms of politics
are plausible which acknowledge and aicommodate the efÎects of
imperfection, in particular dissatisfaction, alienation and significant
social conflict. Prominent among political forms that meet this
description is liberalism, the historical mission of which, going back
to Locke's seventeenth-century case for toleration, has always been
to manage social conflict rather than eliminate it.20 For liberals, the
task of the state, or of political institutions more generally, is not to
perfect the life of the individual or to harmonize relations among
social classes or groups. Rather, it is to underwrite the necessary
(but not sufficient) preconditions for individual and group striving,
and to manage social conflict so as to prevent it from becoming
damaging to those same preconditions. In short, pluralism recom-
mends liberalism by way of anti-utopianism.

This second argument is persuasive as far as it goes, and it goes
a considerable distance. But the argument is incomplete, because
although liberalism answers to pluralist antiutopianism, so too do
other political forms. Conservatism, in particula¡, seems also to
meet the pluralist bill as Berlin describes it. Like liberals, conserva-
tives stress the imperfectibility of the human condition and the need

È--
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to contain and channel the resulting discontents and conflicts. But,
unlike liberals, they recommend as a framework for this palliative
work not negative liberty or personal autonomy but adherence to
local tradition. It is no accident that one of the chief alternatives to
the liberal reading of value pluralism has been broadly conserva-
tive in character, as I shall show when I discuss Gray's views in the
next chapter.2r

I conclude that although Berlin intends (in at least some pas-
sages) to justify liberalism on value-pluralist grounds, the argu-
ments he advances are, as he states them, not wholly convincing.
The argument from choice is logically flawed. The anti-utopianism
line, while eliminating some opponents and stressing the realistic
face of liberalism, does not single out the liberal position as
uniquely the best political expression of pluralism. However, this
does not mean that a pluralist case for liberalism cannot be sus-
tained by better arguments than Berlin's. Indeed, it does not follow
that Berlin's own arguments should be abandoned completely, since
they might be resuscitated and improved. I pursue these possibili-
ties in the next chapter.

Summary

Berlin's concept of value pluralism is central to his thought, emer-
ging out of his critique of moral monism. Monism is the perennial
philosophy of the Western world, but also the bedrock on which the
totalitarian structures of the twentieth century have been con-
structed. Moreover, monism is false, since it does not do justice to
the deep plurality of moral experience, as shown by the everyday
occurrence of dilemma, disagreement and rational regret for lost
value even when we have acted rightly. While monism makes pos-
sible the justification of authoritarian political systems, the political
implications of pluralism, Berlin believes, are broadly liberal. The
arguments he offers for this political conclusion, at least in the form
in which he presents them, suffer from serious weaknesses or lim-
itations. To improve on them, we shall have to go beyond what
Berlin himself says.
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